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2022/23 Proposed Budget Requirement and Precept Proposal

1. SUMMARY 

This report considers the future five year financial position for the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (PCC) and Chief Constable for Avon and Somerset and presents the PCC’s 
council tax precept recommendation for 2022/23 for consideration by the Police and Crime 
Panel.

The PCC’s proposal is for a precept of £144.839m, which equates to a council tax Band D of 
£251.20.  This is an increase of £10 (4.1%) in the Band D equivalent for the police element of 
the council tax for 2022/23 financial year.  The council tax precept will be apportioned to 
each collecting authority according to the following table:-

Tax Base 
(No.)

Precept
£’000 %

Bath and North East Somerset 67,854 17,045 11.7%

City of Bristol 127,917 32,133 22.2%

North Somerset 79,927 20,078 13.9%

South Gloucestershire 100,143 25,156 17.4%

Mendip 41,544 10,436 7.2%

Sedgemoor 41,910 10,528 7.3%

South Somerset 60,644 15,234 10.5%

Somerset West and Taunton Deane 56,649 14,230 9.8%

TOTAL 576,588 144,839 100.0%

The council tax precept shown in the above table generates the following amounts of 
council tax for the various bands:-

Council Tax Band £p % of Properties

A £167.47 17.1%

B £195.38 28.7%

C £223.29 22.0%

D £251.20 14.5%

E £307.02 9.7%

F £362.84 5.1%

G £418.67 2.7%

H £502.40 0.2%
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Items for the Police and Crime Panel to note:-

 The delivery of the uplift in police officers will continue throughout 2022/23, with 
the Constabulary on course to achieve the target head count of 3,291 officers1 by 
March 2023, a net increase of 552 (20%) police officers when compared with the 
actual officer headcount at April 2019;

 Police officer and police staff pay was frozen in 2021/22, and we are now forecasting 
an increase of +3.5% from September 2022, the cost of which is £5.2m in 2022/23 
(£8.9m for a full year effect);

 The social care levy, which the government announced in the autumn, has been 
quantified as adding £1.9m p.a. to costs with effect from April 2022;

 The plan includes £3.0m in identified efficiencies and savings, reducing Constabulary 
costs predominantly in non-pay budgets including efficiencies in premises, and fleet 
costs as well as some increases in income generation and recovery;

The increase in funding generated by the precept proposal, alongside the savings identified, 
enables the delivery of the increase in officer numbers.  Through this investment the Chief 
Constable and her team are building a force fit for the future, capable of successfully 
delivering both the Government’s national ‘Beating Crime Plan’ and the Avon and Somerset 
‘Police and Crime Plan’.

The Chief Constable has identified key areas for development within the Constabulary to be 
progressed in 2022/23, and these include:-

 Instilling a relentless focus on the perpetrators of crime, including investment into 
investigations as part of our Operation Bluestone and Operation Ruby plans, 
investment into our Internet Child Abuse Team (ICAT), investment into our proactive 
and tactical support capabilities, and collaborative investment into the SW Regional 
Organised Crime Unit (SWROCU).  Through these investments the Constabulary will 
bring a focus on:-

o Tackling high harm crime through increases in county line and organised 
crime group disruptions;

o Targeting burglary and knife crime offenders;
o Delivering high quality, timely and successful investigations for Rape and 

Serious Sexual Offences (RASSO), cyber-crime and financial crime.

 Increasing the focus on crime prevention, including investments into Integrated 
Offender Management, violence reduction and early intervention, rural affairs, as 
well as growing and refocussing our proactive remedy capabilities through our local 
policing teams.  Through these investments the Constabulary will bring a focus on:-

o Establishing and utilising effective diversions and interventions for emerging 
offenders;

o Improving the monitoring, management and rehabilitation of high-harm 
offenders, in conjunction with partners;

o Preventing and reducing neighbourhood crime, ASB and rural crime – 

1 In budgetary terms this equates to a Full Time Equivalent (FTE) of 3,206 – a budgetary increase of 136 officers 
in our 2022/23 budget.  It is presented here in headcount as this is the way the Government and the national 
uplift programme present officer numbers.
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protecting our most isolated and vulnerable communities, making them feel 
safer;

 Grasping the organisational opportunities brought about by the growth in officer 
numbers and through the post pandemic resetting work, ensuring that the 
Constabulary remains efficient and effective, that it is well led with a culture that 
commands the trust and confidence of all of the communities it serves and is able to 
secure the growth in specialist capabilities that will deliver a force fit for the future.

2. BACKGROUND 

This is the first budget set by this PCC since his election in May 2021.  It has been developed 
in collaboration between the Office of the PCC and the Constabulary, and is underpinned by 
the principles that it is progressive, modernising and financially sustainable.

National Context

On 27th October 2021 the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the 3 year Spending 
Review and budget.  These announcements included the high level settlement for the Home 
Office, and introduced the provision of flexibility to PCCs to increase the average band D 
council tax by up to £10 p.a. for the next three years.

The provisional police settlement was published on 16th December 2021.  This confirmed 
the total potential funding available to police in 2022/23, inclusive of the full precept being 
taken, would provide for the delivery of the extra officers targeted through the uplift 
programme.  In announcing this settlement the Home Secretary reinforced her continued 
determination to strengthen the police service and deliver on the Government’s Beating 
Crime Plan.  

The overall funding package provides additional funding to increase investment in the police 
system by up to £796m in 2022/23. This level of investment assumes that all PCCs will 
maximise council tax flexibility. The provisional settlement headlines include the following:-

 An £550m (6.1%) increase in core grant funding to PCCs in 2022/23, expected to rise 
to £800m (8.8%) by 2024/25 being the last year of this 3 year spending review;

 Included within the above headline grant funding, the Government intends to ring-
fence £135m which is to be paid in arrears throughout 2022/23 in line with progress 
against officer recruitment targets;

 Up to £246m (5.3%) increase in council tax funding, if all PCCs were to maximise 
their precept flexibility of an increase of £10 p.a. for an average Band D equivalent 
property;

 The settlement is expected to fund the full delivery of uplift in officer numbers 
(8,000 more during 2022/23), sustaining these increases throughout the duration of 
the Spending Review;

 The settlement is expected to fund a reasonable pay award for officers and staff, 
following a year in which pay was frozen for all but the lowest earners;

 The settlement removes capital grant funding to PCCs (£12.3m in 2021/22), thereby 
requiring capital expenditure to be wholly funded through other sources (e.g. 
reserves, receipts, revenue contributions and borrowing);

 The police service is expected to continue to transform itself to realise efficiencies, 
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including cashable savings of £100m p.a. delivered from force budgets by 2024/25.  
The grant funding outlined for 2024/25 is based on assumption these savings will 
have been delivered.

Local Context

The budget is being set in a context of growth for policing.  In Avon and Somerset we are 
due to deliver 456 (2.3%) extra officers as part of our share of the 20,000 national target, by 
March 2023.  To enable this net growth the Constabulary will have recruited nearly 1,300 
new officers into the service in just four years.  They will have achieved this at the same 
time as introducing new entry routes for police officers in the form of the Police Constable 
Degree Apprenticeship (PCDA) and the Degree Holder Entry Programme (DHEP).

This growth in officer numbers drives wider cost increases for the Constabulary as officers 
are provided with the training, tools and infrastructure that enable them to perform their 
roles.  Alongside this the Constabulary continues to innovate, building on its ground 
breaking data insight capabilities and investing in new tools and capabilities that help 
further improve its efficiency and effectiveness.

Alongside this growth are wider cost pressures, driven by a range of factors such as inflation 
as well as by specific market conditions (e.g. forensic and custody healthcare markets).  Key 
to these factors are what is being assumed in relation to pay awards for officers and staff.  
In 2020 pay was frozen for officers and staff, which has led to pressure for pay increases in 
future.  This is not only important for the morale of our existing staff, but also if policing is to 
continue to remain attractive as a career to potential candidates.

This growth in costs to enable delivery of the uplift and support the Chief Constable, is 
funded through a combination of increases to grant funding and through flexibility in council 
tax funding.  

3. COUNCIL TAX CONSIDERATIONS AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

The final plan reflects an increase in council tax of £10/4.1% in 2022/23.  The decision to 
increase the precept by £10 is reflective of:-

 The need to complete the delivery of the officer uplift programme which will see the 
Constabulary achieve the target of 3,291 officers by March 2023;

 The opportunity to support the Chief Constable in building a force fit for the future 
through the progressive investment outlined in her letter;

 The need to sustainably maintain the increase in police officers for the medium 
term, recognising the incremental increase in costs of doing this as pay progression, 
pay inflation and pensions changes gradually move officer costs upwards;

 The need to provision for a reasonable pay award to officers and staff (+£5.2m in 
2022/23, +£8.9m full year effect); and

 The views of the public, as expressed through a range of ongoing public engagement 
activity, analysis of which will be provided to the Panel in an additional paper.

In reaching the conclusion to increase the precept by the maximum amount permissible 
alternative options were considered, with the main alternative scenario being an increase of 
2% (+£4.82 for an average band D equivalent property).  This scenario was modelled, with 
the following conclusions:-
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 The difference for an average band D household between the two scenarios is £5.18 
p.a. or £0.43p per month;

 A 2% precept increase would initially generate £2.3m less in funding in 21/22 
compared to the maximum increase, rising to a difference of £2.5m by 26/27 as a 
consequence of future increases being against a lower starting point

 A 2% precept increase would immediately require the Constabulary to progress 
options to realise additional savings in 2022/23 of the equivalent of 64 PCSOs or 
staff;

 A 2% precept increase would make harder the already tough choices we predict will 
need to be made in coming years to both enable us to sustain a balanced budget and 
support continued reinvestment in priorities – even at a £10 precept increase we are 
forecasting a deficit of £13.5m by 2024/25 – the equivalent of 376 PCSOs or staff.

Our MTFP assumes that the full precept will be taken in each of the next three years, and 
will thereafter revert to an annual increase of 2.0% p.a.  This reflects our current planning 
assumptions, but will be subject to annual review and decision in consultation with the 
public and with the Police and Crime Panel.  The impact on the average band D equivalent 
over the course of the MTFP period is as follows:

Actual MTFP

21/22
£p

22/23
£p

23/24
£p

24/25
£p

25/26
£p

26/27
£p

Av. Band D Precept £241.20p £251.20p £261.20p £271.20p £276.60p £282.10p

Annual increase % +4.1% +4.0% +3.8% +2.0% +2.0%

Annual increase £p +£10.00p +£10.00p +£10.00p +£5.40p +£5.50p

4. REVENUE PLAN HEADLINES 

Our MTFP forecasts the following position:-

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Budget requirement 355,507 368,248 380,494 393,122 404,452

Less; funding -355,507 -365,479 -377,006 -383,978 -390,925

Deficit - 2,769 3,487 9,144 13,527

The key assumptions for revenue funding that underpin this forecast include:-

 Confirmed increases to core revenue grant funding of +£11.7m in 2022/23 and 
thereafter smaller annual increases leading to a forecast rise of +£21.7m by 2026/27 
– including a ring-fenced grant of £3.1m (21/22 £2.3m) which will be paid in arrears 
throughout 2022/23 in line with progress against officer recruitment targets;

 Removal of council tax support grant -£2.4m in 2022/23, leaving only a small 
residual of £0.2m to be released from the funds provided in 2021/22 in each of the 
next two years to offset the losses in council tax income as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic;

 Increases in council tax funding +£7.4m (+5.4%) in 2022/23 rising to an increase of 
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+£32.8m by 2026/27, which is achieved through both increases to the precept (see 
above) and movements in tax base (+1.0% in 2022/23) in line with forecasts being 
made across our local authorities.

The key assumptions for revenue expenditure that underpin this forecast include:-
 Inflationary adjustments to officer and staff pay of 3.5% in 2022/23 following annual 

increases of 2.0% p.a. thereafter – an increase in cost of +£5.2m in 2022/23 rising to 
+£30.5m p.a. by 2026/27;

 Increases to our budgets in support of delivering and sustaining the uplift in officer 
numbers in line with our target headcount of 3,291 to be achieved by March 2023 – 
generating budget growth of +£7.8m in 2022/23, increasing to +£11.5m by 2026/27;

 Increases to our pensions costs to provide for current and anticipated future deficits 
in our staff and officer pension schemes, as well as inflationary increases for injury 
pensions – an increase in cost of +£0.2m in 2022/23, increasing to +£6.5m by 
2026/27;

 Increases to our national insurance costs to provide for the uplift in employer 
national insurance rates with effect from April 2022 in support of the Government’s 
social care levy – an increase in cost of +£1.9m in each year of the MTFP;

 Inflationary increases to non-pay costs reflective of specific and acute pressures 
including:-

o Increases to electricity costs estimated at +26.1% or +£0.7m in 2022/23;
o Increases to gas costs estimated at +24.1% or +£0.2m in 2022/23;
o Increases to fuel costs estimated at +9.8% or +£0.3m in 2022/23;
o Provision for increases to custody healthcare costs2 of +45% or £0.3m in 

2022/23 (+£0.6m full year effect from 2023/24);
o Provision for increases to forensic services costs2 of +20% or £0.3m in 

2022/23;
 Inflationary increases to non-pay costs reflective of general inflationary pressures.  

Inflation is currently running ahead of the Government’s target of 2.0% p.a.  
Recognising the wider challenges of affordability presented here we have applied a 
general inflationary factor of +1.5% in 2022/23, +1.75% in 2023/24 and +2.0% p.a. 
thereafter – an increase in cost of +£0.6m in 2022/23 rising to +£3.4m by 2026/27;

 Other growth and commitments of +£2.6m in 2022/23 rising to +3.4m by 2026/27 – 
largely reflecting our continued investment in IT tools to support frontline officer 
efficiency and effectiveness (e.g. intelligence gathering and analysis, dynamic 
resource tracking, automation and digitalisation capabilities); 

 Increases in the costs of our partnerships, recognising increases into these 
collaborations reflective of pay and inflation assumptions outlined for Constabulary 
budgets as well as enabling investment into SWROCU in line with their uplift 
allocations – an increase of +£1.5m in 2022/23, rising to +£10.1m in 2026/27;

 Realisation of new revenue savings of -£3.0m in 2022/23 rising to -£3.4m by 
2026/27.  These reflect savings achieved through non-pay budgets, including savings 
from premises budgets (rent and business rates), savings in fleet budgets (fleet 

2 Both of these are contracts which are in process of being re-procured and which will see new contracts 
starting during 2022/23.  The cost increases reflect our assessment of the market conditions within which 
these services will be procured.  Both procurements are collaborative with other forces so as to maximise the 
economies of scale offered by this approach.
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reductions and travel reductions), stationery and postage savings and numerous 
procurement savings arising through collaboration with south west police forces for 
procurement services.  There are savings in relation to partnership costs, reflecting 
adjustments to regional contributions.  There are also some pay savings included 
here, which are reflective of adjustments to allowances for officers and staff, 
overtime reductions, and some small headcount reductions arising from restructures 
within enabling services functions;

 Adjustments to budgets are also included and these have the effect of reducing the 
budget by £3.1m in 2022/23 and £2.6m by 2026/27.  These adjustments reflect the 
removal of budgets for Special Branch which as of April 2022 will be transferred into 
the management of Counter-Terrorism policing.  The adjustments also reflect the 
lower average cost of police officers over the next few years in recognition of the age 
and experience profile of our workforce after the period of intensive recruitment to 
deliver officer uplift.  Towards the end of this MTFP period, and into future years this 
adjustment is expected to reverse as the workforce becomes more experienced, and 
incrementally more expensive to maintain.

5. CAPITAL PLAN 

The draft capital programme forecasts the following position:-

Current MTFP

21/22
£’000

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Forecast Capital Expenditure 11,163 15,913 24,770 24,900 15,802 6,912

Less; Forecast Capital Funding -11,163 -15,913 -24,770 -24,900 -11,516 -6,912

Deficit - - - - 4,286 -

In summary we are forecasting:-

 Total capital expenditure of £99.5m over this financial year, and the next 5 years;
 Total capital funding of £95.2m over the same period; 
 Resulting in a shortfall of £4.3m in 2025/26 at this point in our planning process.

Some of the key areas of capital investment are:-

 ICT Asset replacement – the plan includes £29.9m for the ongoing replacement of IT 
assets, which include both end user devices (e.g. laptops, mobile phones, body worn 
video cameras) as well as IT infrastructure (e.g. networks, security and storage);

 Fleet replacement – the plan includes £16.4m for the ongoing replacement of our 
fleet of vehicles, including provision for increases to fleet in certain areas to support 
officer uplift offset by planned reductions in fleet where this can be achieved;

 Emergency Services Network (ESN) – the plan includes £11.5m to implement this 
national airwave (police radios) replacement programme.  The timing and value of 
this national project remains the subject of continued ambiguity at this point in our 
planning, but we are working closely with regional colleagues and the national 
programme to track progress here;
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 Corporate systems – the plan includes an estimate of £10.4m to replace our 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system which provides for HR, financial and 
procurement capabilities;

 Somerset estate – the plan includes £8.2m investment to support the continued 
evolution of our estate in Somerset, including plans for South Somerset, Minehead 
and Frome police stations;

 Bath estate – the plan includes £7.0m investment to support the provision of a new 
response base for Bath, being progressed through exploratory discussions with 
potential partners;

 Bristol estate – the plan includes £3.0m investment to support the continued 
evolution of our estate in Bristol, including plans for Trinity Road (Old Market) and 
Broadbury Road (Knowle West) police stations;

 Taser replacement – the plan includes £2.3m to enable the replacement of our taser 
capability, upgrading these devices as the opportunity and need arises.

Our plans will remain subject to ongoing review, particularly in relation to national 
programmes as the outlook for these becomes clearer.

Our capital funding forecasts assume:-

 A removal of our Home Office capital grant funding resulting in a reduction of £1.3m 
in previously forecast capital funding across the MTFP period;

 A continuation of our recurring contribution from revenue budgets of £7.0m p.a. 
having increased this in previous years;

 Use of the capital reserves of £18.9m we had set aside at the end of the 2020/21 
financial year, exhausting these reserves by 2024/25;

 Use of Capital receipts, after being realised through the sale of buildings and other 
assets.  This will exhaust all current planned opportunities to generate receipts from 
the sale of buildings in our estate;

 Borrowing a further £16.5m is planned across the medium term in support of this 
plan.  This borrowing will be used to fund our investment in longer life assets (e.g. 
buildings).  The revenue cost of this borrowing has been built into our revenue 
forecasts, but the timing of the draw down of this borrowing will remain subject to 
ongoing review and management.

6. RESERVES AND MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK

Final decisions on reserves will be taken once the 2021/22 outturn position is completed, 
but within this context the following plans are being developed:-

 General fund – the general fund risk assessment has been completed and reviewed 
at the January Police and Crime Board.  After consideration the proposal is to retain 
the general balance at £12m.  The proposed general fund balance represents 3.4% of 
21/22 Net Revenue Expenditure;

 Capital funding – in recognition of the forecast deficit we will take the opportunity to 
review and where possible identify opportunities to utilise any available funds to 
support ongoing capital investment.

As reported in our financial statements at the end of March 2021 the PCC had total usable 
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reserves of £57.1m. 

Our MTFP forecasts a gradual reduction in the level of usable reserves against that held at 
the end of 2020/214, particularly reflecting the use of this in support of our capital plans.  
The forecast shows our usable reserves reducing to a recurring level of £23.0m in the final 
two years of this MTFP.

Our plans recognise a number of risks in relation to financial planning.  These include:-

 Grant Funding – We have been provided with headline police grant funding for the 
duration of the SR, with specific allocations to PCCs confirmed for 2022/23 only.  
There remains a small risk that our assumptions about allocations in future years of 
the MTFP are not accurate.  Factors which could impact this include:-

o The planned review of the Police funding formula could result in changes to 
the allocation of funding across all forces in England and Wales.  It is not 
possible to predict the outcome of this review or the arrangements for its 
implementation within our plans;

o The SR headlines run until 2024/25.  Our MTFP includes two years after this, 
which will be determined by a new SR likely to be conducted in 2025.  At this 
stage we have assumed inflation increases to grant funding of +1.0% in each 
of the final two years of the MTFP.

 Pay inflation – pay costs account for c. 80% of our overall budgets, and therefore 
what happens to pay inflation has a material impact on our future costs.  Forecasting 
pay inflation accurately is challenging as it requires balancing expectations of the 
current workforce and the need to remain attractive in a competitive jobs market, 
with what is affordable within the wider context of our financial position.  Our 
current assumption is that pay will increase by +3.5% with effect from September 
2022, and will increase by +2.0% p.a. every year of the MTFP thereafter.  This is 
reflective of the emerging thinking nationally, and mirrors the assumptions being 
made in a number of other forces around the country.

 Capital Plan – is currently forecasting a deficit in year 4 after using all current existing 
capital reserves and capital receipts, our annual revenue funding for capital and a 
planned uplift in borrowing (see above).  At this stage in our planning we recognise 
that there will be opportunities to close this gap through both increasing our capital 
funding where possible and through refinement of our capital spend plans.  
Therefore while a residual risk remains we believe this to be manageable across the 
medium term;

 Pension costs – Pressures on employers’ contributions continue to increase. Both 
officer and staff employer contribution rates increased at the last valuation, and in 
light of the wider economic situation and the consequences of the recent 
discrimination ruling3, we expect pension liabilities to increase in coming years.  We 
have made some provision in our forecasts for increases to pension costs here, but 
recognise that increases to officer pensions costs in particular will need to be 
resolved in consultation with the government;

 Inflation – we have provided (see above) for both general and specific inflation but 

3 The Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice and another v McCloud and Mostyn and others [2018] EWCA Civ 
2844; Sargeant v London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority and others [2018] EWCA Civ 2844
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there remains a risk of current inflationary pressures continuing for the medium 
term, which could place unsustainable pressure on our budgets.  We will continue to 
monitor this, and will work to mitigate this as much as possible through collaborative 
procurement opportunities;

 National Police Programmes (e.g. ESN) – the scope and ambition of National 
programmes is increasing.  This means we are increasingly finding ourselves having 
to dedicate both funding and resources to realise our local delivery of these national 
projects.  This potentially presents risks to us in terms of the timing and value of 
costs, as well as organisational capacity to undertake wider transformative activity.

7.       EQUALITY ANALYSIS

All business cases in support of change, both with revenue and capital implications are 
subject to an equality impact assessment.  This way we can ensure that those decisions on 
how we allocate our funding across budgets and plans are cognisant of equality issues.

8.       SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is important in regard to ensuring the organisation is living within both its 
financial limits (financial sustainability) as well as within its environmental limits through 
ensuring effective and efficient use of natural resources.  In fulfilling the objectives in terms 
of financial sustainability, this report, and our regular quarterly financial reports, ensure we 
are able to maintain a good overview of our financial sustainability.  Wider environmental 
sustainability considerations are also considered within the budget and capital programme 
and include the gradual investment into the transition of our fleet to electric vehicles 
(including beginning to make the investment in providing the necessary charging 
infrastructure to support this), and investment into initiatives that will continue to reduce 
our carbon consumption as an organisation.

8.       CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 places a duty on the Chief Finance Officer 
(CFO) to make a report to the PCC on the robustness of the estimates and the adequacy of 
the reserves.

Reserves and Balances

The PCC’s CFO completed a risk assessed review of the general fund reserve which was 
presented to and discussed at the Police and Crime Board on 5th January 2022.  The result of 
this is included above, is that general fund reserves are to be maintained at £12m, which is 
3.4% of the net budget requirement for 2022/23 – slightly above the 3.0% minimum which 
is widely regarded as prudent.

Earmarked reserves are forecast to reduce across the medium term, reflecting the forecast 
utilisation of both capital funding and capital receipts reserves in support of the capital plan 
outlined.  There does remain a residual deficit in year four of the capital plan, however this 
is considered to be manageable at this stage in our planning.  Opportunities to reduce this 
deficit through both increases to funding or reductions to cost forecasts will continue to be 
explored.
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Reliability/accuracy of budget estimates

The estimates have been put together by experienced and qualified finance staff in the 
Force’s Finance Department and reviewed by both the Constabulary CFO and the PCC’s CFO.

There remain risks and uncertainties with many of the assumptions included within this 
plan, and these have been set out in section 6 above.

Some of the risks are more significant than others, however none on their own are so 
significant that they could not be managed in isolation.  However, collectively they 
represent a gradual and escalating build-up of financial pressure on the Constabulary in 
particular, and this will therefore need to be closely monitored during the year and through 
future iterations of the MTFP.

Achievability and risks

The PCC needs to be satisfied that the revenue commitments in future years are affordable, 
sustainable and deliverable. Furthermore, the PCC has a responsibility to local people to 
ensure that the approved budget and detailed spending plans will deliver the aims, priorities 
and performance targets as set out in his Police and Crime Plan 2021 - 2025.

The Constabulary has grown rapidly in the last three years, and will need to continue this 
growth throughout 2022/23 in order to achieve the uplift in officer numbers expected.  
There are risks within the delivery of such rapid growth, particularly in relation to the ability 
to accurately forecast officer leavers so as to have confidence that recruitment plans will 
achieve the target being worked to.  The Constabulary has established planning scenarios 
depending for different leaver forecasts, and has used this to develop an officer recruitment 
plan which builds in appropriate contingencies.  They are therefore confident this will 
achieve the officer target delivery by March 2023.

While achieving the targeted number of officers in force is an achievement in and of itself, 
deploying these officers into the target operating model of a force that is fit for the future 
will take time to fully realise.  The Constabulary is doing what it can to accelerate these 
plans, and the use of the DHEP entry route as a fast track to growing detective numbers is 
one such example of what they are doing here.  Nevertheless there will be a time lag before 
the target operating model can be fully implemented, and the PCC will therefore work 
closely with the Chief Constable to monitor the delivery of this overarching plan.

The current forecasts that are generated by these assumptions and proposals indicate the 
need for further savings beyond 2022/23.  In 2023/24 and 2024/25 these savings remain at 
a level where we would hope to achieve them without impacting on frontline service 
delivery.  However, the savings required in the final two years of the plan are substantially 
more significant, and it is unlikely that savings of that magnitude could be achieved without 
having some impact on the servicing of public demand for policing services.

The PCC intends to work closely with the Chief Constable and her team over the coming 
months to agree the approach to be taken for the balancing of the budget in future years.  
This will include developing a clear, shared understanding of those budgets over which we 
can effect change, and establishing a joint scrutiny process by which these budgets can be 
reviewed and options for savings can be brought forward.

The delivery of the capital programme has suffered from some slippage in recent years, 
notably as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact this, coupled with 
other global supply chain issues, have had on the timescales by which we could deliver our 
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plans.  These risks remain, and when coupled with the uncertainty of timing and cost of 
national IT projects in particular, means that we might continue to see some slippage in the 
timescales for the delivery of projects.  This will be closely monitored over the coming year 
to ensure that the Constabulary is doing every that it can to maximise the delivery of the 
capital plan.

Conclusions

The revenue budget is balanced for 2022/23 based on a proposed precept increase of £10.  
Thereafter there is an escalating deficit after further precept increases over the next two 
years of £10 and 2% p.a. in each of the final two years.

The MTFP provides for the growth in officer numbers to achieve the uplift target, as well as 
supporting investment in technology to enable the continued efficiency and productivity of 
officers and staff.

The MTFP provides for inflationary pressures, including some very acute challenges in the 
costs of energy, fuel and in some specific areas where market volatility coincides with 
contract renewal in 2022/23.

The MTFP includes savings of £3.0m from Constabulary budgets in 2022/23.  The deficits 
forecast in future years will require more savings options to be developed and implemented 
– but the Constabulary has a strong track record of achieving savings having delivered £86m 
(28.7%) since 2010/11.

The Chief Constable has a plan in place to build a Force that is fit for the future.  Achieving 
this ambition is not expected to be completed during 2022/23, but this budget supports the 
continued progress towards this plan.

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Police and Crime Panel accept and endorse the council tax 
precept proposal made by the PCC, increasing the council tax of an average band D 
equivalent dwelling by £10 (4.1%).
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Executive Summary

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) provides the financial outlook, context and resourcing principles 
for the annual budget setting process.  It outlines, in broad terms, the specific service and funding issues 
over the 5-year period and how the PCC will, within these financial constraints, fund priorities and ensure 
financial sustainability and resilience.  The MTFP needs to be responsive to changing national and local 
conditions and is therefore a living document subject to annual review, with the next period covering 
2022/23 – 2026/27.  

The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the outcome of the Spending Review in October 2021.  This 
announcement provided a high level, three year horizon, for police funding in which we will see estimated 
cumulative increases to government grant of £550m in 2022/23, £650m in 2023/24, and £800m in 
2024/25.  It was also announced that PCCs would have the flexibility to increase the policing element of 
local council tax by £10 p.a. for an average band D property, in each of the next three years.  These two 
announcements provide police forces with the means to recruit the full 20,000 officer uplift by March 2023 
and to maintain this new officer establishment for the duration of the spending review.  

Forecast

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Budget requirement 358,707 371,427 383,739 396,434 407,831

Less; Total funding -355,707 -365,479 -377,006 -383,978 -390,925

(Surplus)/Deficit before savings 3,000 5,948 6,733 12,456 16,906

Less; Savings -3,000 -3,179 -3,245 -3,312 -3,379

Planned use of reserves - - - - -

(Surplus)/Deficit after savings - 2,769 3,487 9,144 13,527

The funding increases enable Avon and Somerset to plan for the final phase of the ambitious uplift 
programme, embedding this investment into the Force to increase operational capacity.  Through this 
investment the Chief Constable and her team are building a force fit for the future, capable of successfully 
delivering both the Government’s national ‘Beating Crime Plan’ and the PCC’s ‘Police and Crime Plan’ for 
Avon and Somerset.  Once planned savings of £3.0m have been accounted for, a balanced budget position 
is achieved in 2022/23.  The forecasts show continued need to identify and deliver further savings, with a 
target of £2.8m in 2023/24, rising to £13.5m by 2026/27, required to balance the revenue budget over the 
medium term.

The final officer uplift target for delivery in 2022/23 was confirmed in December 2021.  The national officer 
uplift target to be achieved by March 2023 is 20,000, which is an additional 8,000 officers to be delivered 
during 2022/23.  Locally this equates to a further 183 officers, which when added to previous allocations, is 
a cumulative uplift target of 456, increasing target officer headcount to 3,291 by March 2023.

Forecast

Officer Uplift By March
2021

By March
2022

By March
2023

National Officer Uplift Target 6,000 12,000 20,000

A&S Officer Uplift Target 137 273 456
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A&S Targeted Officer Headcount 2,972 3,108 3,291

This MTFP reflects a proposed increase in council tax of £10/4.1% in 2022/23 for average Band D 
properties.  The proposal to increase the precept by £10 is reflective of:-

 The need to complete the delivery of the officer uplift programme which will see Avon and 
Somerset achieve the target of 3,291 officers by March 2023;

 The need to sustainably maintain the increase in police officers for the medium term, recognising 
the incremental increase in costs of doing this as pay progression, pay inflation and pensions 
changes gradually move officer costs upwards;

 The need to provision for a reasonable pay award to officers and staff (proposed +3.5%/+£5.2m in 
2022/23, +£8.9m full year effect).

The key assumptions that follow from this forecast position are:-

 Revenue funding is forecast to grow by £51.0m/15.0% p.a. by 2026/27, driven by:-

o Increases to core police grant funding of £11.7m/6.2% in 2022/23 to support the further 
delivery of uplift, rising to £21.7m/11.5% by 2026/27 to maintain uplift and support forecast 
inflationary increases to pay;

o Removal of the one-off council tax support and income guarantee funding of £2.4m, 
provided in 2021/22 to offset the losses in council tax funding seen as result of the global 
Covid-19 pandemic;

o Increases in council tax funding £7.4m/5.4% in 2022/23 rising to an increase of 
£32.8m/24.0% by 2026/27, which is achieved through both increases to the precept and tax 
base (1.0% in 2022/23) in line with forecasts being made across our local authorities.

 Revenue budget requirement is forecast to increase by £63.6m/18.6% p.a. by 2026/27, driven by 
factors such as:-

o Inflationary adjustments to officer and staff pay of 3.5% in 2022/23 and annual increases of 
2.0% p.a. thereafter – an increase in cost of £5.2m in 2022/23 rising to £30.5m p.a. by 
2026/27;

o Increases to budgets in support of delivering and sustaining the uplift in officer numbers in 
line with the target headcount of 3,291 to be achieved by March 2023 – generating budget 
growth of £7.8m in 2022/23, increasing to £11.5m by 2026/27;

o Increases to pensions costs to provide for current and anticipated future deficits in staff and 
officer pension schemes, as well as inflationary increases for injury pensions – an increase in 
cost of £0.2m in 2022/23, increasing to £6.5m by 2026/27;

o Increases to national insurance costs to provide for the uplift in employer national 
insurance rates with effect from April 2022 in support of the Government’s social care levy – 
an increase in cost of £1.9m in each year of the MTFP;

 Inflationary increases to non-pay costs reflective of specific and acute pressures including:-
o Increases to electricity costs estimated at 26.1% or +£0.7m in 2022/23;
o Increases to gas costs estimated at 24.1% or £0.2m in 2022/23;
o Increases to fuel costs estimated at 9.8% or £0.3m in 2022/23;
o Provision for increases to custody healthcare costs of 45% or £0.3m in 2022/23 (£0.6m full 

year effect from 2023/24);
o Provision for increases to forensic services costs of 20% or £0.3m in 2022/23;
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 Inflationary increases to non-pay costs reflective of general inflationary pressures.  Inflation is 
currently running ahead of the Government’s target of 2.0% p.a.  Recognising the wider challenges 
of affordability presented here, a general inflationary factor of 1.5% in 2022/23 has been applied 
rising to 1.75% in 2023/24 and 2.0% p.a. thereafter – an increase in cost of £0.6m in 2022/23 rising 
to £3.4m by 2026/27;

 Growth and commitments of £2.6m in 2022/23 rising to £3.4m by 2026/27 – largely reflecting 
continued investment in IT tools to support frontline officer efficiency and effectiveness; 

 Increases in the costs of partnerships, recognising increases into these collaborations reflective of 
pay and inflation assumptions outlined by directly managed budgets as well as enabling investment 
into SWROCU in line with their uplift allocations – an increase of £1.5m in 2022/23, rising to £10.1m 
in 2026/27;

 Increase to the ring-fenced grant funding to support police officer uplift delivery funding of 
£0.8m/35.0% in 2022/23 and thereafter maintained at this level to sustain new officer numbers; 

 Realisation of new revenue savings of £3.0m in 2022/23 rising to £3.4m by 2026/27.  These reflect 
savings achieved through non-pay budgets, including savings from premises budgets (rent and 
business rates), savings in fleet budgets (fleet reductions and travel reductions), stationery and 
postage savings and numerous procurement savings arising through collaboration with south west 
police forces for procurement services.  There are savings in relation to partnership costs, reflecting 
adjustments to regional contributions.  There are also some pay savings included here, which are 
reflective of adjustments to allowances for officers and staff, overtime reductions, and some small 
headcount reductions arising from restructures within enabling services functions;

 Adjustments to budgets are also included and these have the effect of reducing the budget by 
£3.1m in 2022/23 and £2.6m by 2026/27.  These adjustments reflect the removal of budgets for 
Special Branch which as of April 2022 will be transferred into the management of Counter-
Terrorism policing.  The adjustments also reflect the lower average cost of police officers over the 
next few years in recognition of the age and experience profile of the workforce after the period of 
intensive recruitment to deliver officer uplift.  Towards the end of this MTFP period, and into future 
years this adjustment is expected to reverse as the workforce becomes more experienced, and 
incrementally more expensive to maintain.

The forecast position presents challenges.  Over five years these projections suggest that increases in costs 
will outstrip funding growth, requiring further savings from 2023/24 onwards.  In total, based on the 
assumptions made, it is forecast at this stage that new, recurring savings of £13.5m will be required by 
2026/27.  

The need for savings and efficiencies alongside delivering officer uplift has been reinforced by the Policing 
Minister.  He has set out to both PCCs and CCs an expectation of cashable savings of £100m p.a. for each of 
the next 3 years being delivered across policing in England and Wales.  Based on current funding profiles, 
Avon and Somerset would notionally account for approximately £2.3m of these savings, a target that has 
already been exceeded within these current plans in 2022/23.  However, it is recognised more will need to 
be done not just in releasing cashable savings, but also in the delivery of non-cashable efficiencies which 
help to create capacity to meet current and future demand pressures.  This remains a priority area for 
Avon and Somerset’s change initiatives and investment plans.

The delivery of an uplift in officer numbers is a key focus of Avon and Somerset’s recruitment activity, but 
it is not the end of these plans.  Ensuring best use is made of these new officers, delivering the visible 
improvements expected by the communities across Avon and Somerset, remains a key focus.  In 22/23, the 
Chief Constable and her team intend to focus on:-
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 Instilling a relentless focus on the perpetrators of crime, including investment into Investigations 
as part of Operation Bluestone and Operation Ruby, investment into the Internet Child Abuse Team 
(ICAT), investment into proactive and tactical support capabilities, and collaborative investment 
into the SW Regional Organised Crime Unit (SWROCU).  Through these investments the Force will:-

o Tackle high harm crime through increases in county line and organised crime group 
disruptions;

o Target burglary and knife crime offenders;

o Deliver high quality, timely and successful investigations for Rape and Serious Sexual 
Offences (RASSO), cyber-crime and financial crime.

 Increasing the focus on crime prevention, including investments into Integrated Offender 
Management, violence reduction and early intervention, rural affairs, as well as growing and 
refocussing existing proactive capabilities, embedding this capability within local policing teams.  
Through these investments the Constabulary will:-

o Establish and utilise effective diversions and interventions for emerging offenders;

o Improve the monitoring, management and rehabilitation of high-harm offenders, in 
conjunction with partners;

o Prevent and reduce neighbourhood crime, ASB and rural crime – protecting the most 
isolated and vulnerable communities, making them feel safer;

 Grasping the organisational opportunities brought about by the growth in officer numbers and 
through the post pandemic resetting work, ensuring that the Force remains efficient and effective, 
it is well led with a culture that commands the trust and confidence of all of the communities it 
serves and is able to secure the growth in specialist capabilities that will deliver a force fit for the 
future.

 Realising the existing savings plans and continue to identify new opportunities for delivering 
services more efficiently, enabling future budgets to be balanced and supporting the investment in 
those services which the communities in Avon and Somerset rely upon.

Avon and Somerset’s continued transformation also requires capital investment.  Investments in digital 
transformation, as well as across the estates and fleet, require funding to implement.  Capital funding is 
increasingly under pressure to provide for this ambition, at the same time as maintaining and replacing 
existing asset base.  These plans therefore make forward provision for capital funding, maintaining the 
increased direct revenue contributions budgeted for in recent years, as well as planning for the use of 
borrowing in support of specific estates projects.  These plans present a residual capital funding shortfall of 
£4.3m at this stage of development, and more work will be undertaken to identify opportunities to close 
this gap.

Useable reserve levels stood at £57.1m at the end of March 2021, and are forecast to decrease to £51.9m 
by March 2022. By the end of March 2027 the forecast projects that useable reserves will stand at £23.1m, 
representing the recurring prudent level beyond which they are unlikely to drop much further.
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Introduction

This is the first MTFP set by this PCC since his election in May 2021.  It has been developed in collaboration 
between the Office of the PCC and the Constabulary, and is underpinned by the principles that it is 
progressive, modernising and financially sustainable. The MTFP is being set in a context of growth for 
policing.  In Avon and Somerset we are due to deliver 456 (2.3%) extra officers as part of Avon and 
Somerset’s share of the 20,000 national target, by March 2023.  To enable this net growth the Force will 
have recruited nearly 1,300 new officers into the service in just four years.  

This growth in officer numbers drives wider cost increases for the Force as officers are provided with the 
training, tools and infrastructure that enable them to perform their roles.  Alongside this the Force 
continues to innovate, building on its ground breaking data insight capabilities and investing in new tools 
and capabilities that help further improve its efficiency and effectiveness.

In 2022/23 we will continue to see significant change.  This plan commits Avon and Somerset to using the 
funds available through both government grant and council tax precept growth to:-

 Fund the final delivery of uplift in officer numbers (+183 additional officers in 2022/23 taking the 
cumulative total to +456 by March 2023), sustaining these increases throughout the duration of the 
Spending Review;

 Fund a reasonable pay award for officers and staff, following a year in which pay was frozen for all 
but the lowest earners.  This plan assumes +3.5% from September 2022, in line with emerging 
national position.  This increase to pay is not only important for the retention and morale of 
existing staff, but also to ensure policing remains attractive to new entrants as uplift targets are 
delivered and maintained;

 Fund increases to national insurance costs to provide for the uplift in employer national insurance 
rates with effect from April 2022 in support of the Government’s social care levy – an increase in 
cost of £1.9m in each year of the MTFP;

 Fund inflationary cost pressures, including a number of specific and acute pressures driven by 
market conditions (e.g. utilities, forensics, custody healthcare) and provision for general inflationary 
pressures in the economy;  

 Fund increases in the costs of partnerships, accounting for their growth brought about by pay and 
general inflation, as well as enabling investment into SWROCU in line with their officer uplift 
allocations;

 Fund a small number of other growth and commitments, reflecting existing contractual 
commitments and investment in areas that support continued efficiency and effectiveness;

 Support the adjustments required to transfer Special Branch into the management of Counter-
Terrorism policing as of April 2022; 

 Deliver the existing savings plans, and commence planning for further savings across the medium 
term that will not only enable the balancing of the revenue budget, but also support further re-
investment into priority areas;

 Fund the ongoing replacement of existing assets as they reach the end of their useful lives, as well 
as support new investment in both national and local IT projects, and in the police estate across 
Avon and Somerset.

It is in this national and local context that this MTFP has been prepared.
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Revenue Funding

The PCC receives two main sources of funding:-

 Government grant funding; and

 Council tax funding.

Currently the profile of funding is that 59.5% of total funds 
are received through grant and 40.5% is received through 
council tax.

Over the medium term total funding is forecast to increase 
by £51.0m/15.0% by the 2026/27 financial year.  This 
increase occurs in both grant and council tax funding.

Figure 1: 22/23 Profile of funding

Current Forecast

21/22
£’000

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Grant funding (for budget requirement) 203,145 211,619 213,972 217,293 219,319 221,365

Council tax funding 136,734 144,089 151,507 159,713 164,659 169,560

TOTAL funding 339,879 355,708 365,479 377,006 383,978 390,925

Over the course of this plan the ratio between grant funding and council tax funding is forecast to continue 
to change, with incremental increases to that ratio of funding which is supported by council tax compared 
to that which is supported by grant.  This reflects a continuation of the long-term trend of more and more 
of police funding being generated through council tax and not from grant funding.
Figure 2: Avon and Somerset actual and forecast profile of total funding

The ratio of grant funding to council tax funding differs significantly across the country.  The reasons for 
these differences are historic, reflecting the underlying variation in the way in which grant funding is 
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distributed to police forces across the country, and the local council tax decisions in the context of relative 
funding levels:-
Figure 3: 2021/22 ratio of grant to council tax funding for PCCs in England and Wales

As the above graph shows, the funding ratio position in Avon and Somerset reflects an average position 
when compared to forces nationally.  However, highlighted in darker colours are those other forces who 
have one of the eight largest cities, demonstrating that in all cases they receive significantly more of their 
funding through grant compared to council tax.

On a funding per head of population across the country, it remains the case that Avon and Somerset is 
under-funded both against the national average and those forces with the larger cities.
Figure 4: 2021/22 funding per head of population showing grant and council tax breakdown by PCC in England and Wales
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Grant Funding
The forecasts for future grant funding focus on these areas:-

 Core grant funding;
 Officer uplift grant funding;
 Legacy council tax grant funding;
 Council Tax support grant:
 Council Tax income guarantee grant;
 Victims grant funding; and
 Pensions Grant.

There are other sources of grant funding (e.g. Counter Terrorism grant funding) but these are all passed 
straight through to the Chief Constable to support specific activity within the Constabulary.

Current Forecast

21/22
£’000

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Home Office – Pensions grant 2,828 2,828 2,828 2,828 2,828 2,828

Home Office – Uplift grant 2,287 3,088 3,088 3,088 3,088 3,088

MoJ – Victims commissioning grant 2,001 2,001 2,001 2,001 2,001 2,001

Accounted for within Budget Requirement 7,116 7,916 7,916 7,916 7,916 7,916

Home Office - Core Police grant 185,784 196,702 199,055 202,584 204,610 206,656

Home Office - Legacy council tax grant 14,709 14,709 14,709 14,709 14,709 14,709

MHCLG - Council tax support grant 2,265 - - - - -

MHCLG - Council tax income guarantee grant 387 208 208 - - -

Accounted for in funding to Budget Requirement 203,145 211,619 213,972 217,293 219,319 221,365

TOTAL Grant Funding 210,261 219,535 221,888 225,209 227,235 229,281

Core police grant funding – Core police grant funding is the term used to describe the combined value of 
the Home Office police main grant, and the formula grant element which was historically distributed by the 
Department for Communities and Local Government but is now controlled by the Home Office.

The distribution of this grant funding to individual PCCs is the result of a historic formula.  Under the 
changes to this formula proposed many years ago, Avon and Somerset was identified as being under-
funded by circa. £10m p.a.  However, as a result of transitional arrangements (also known as “damping”) 
this revised formula was never implemented.  Since 2010/11 the distribution of this funding to PCCs has 
been done on the same ratios, in effect locking in the 2009/10 funding distribution.  This remains in place 
for the 2022/23 settlement.

Avon and Somerset has therefore never seen the increases in grant funding which an application of the 
funding formula would have realised.  Consequently Avon and Somerset continues to be relatively under-
funded compared to its need, a position which is particularly apparent when compared to those forces 
with the eight largest cities in England and Wales:-
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Figure 5: 2021/22 grant funding per head of population by PCC in England and Wales

The Government has reconfirmed its commitment to review the funding formula for the distribution of 
police grant.  It is expected that this will begin to report later in 2022 for Ministerial consideration.  This 
plan does not recognise any change to grant funding value as a consequence of this review as it remains 
too difficult to predict what this might conclude at this stage.

The funding settlement confirmed that core grant funding will increase in 2022/23 by £10.9m/5.9%.  The 
announcements that accompanied this settlement confirmed that this growth in grant funding, alongside 
local council tax funding growth, was expected to be used to:-

 Deliver police officer uplift;

 Fund a reasonable pay award;

 Absorb the cost of the national insurance increase.

Beyond 2022/23 the plan assumes grant funding will continue to grow, initially until 2024/25 in line with 
the Spending Review headlines for policing, and thereafter at +1.0% p.a.

Officer uplift grant funding – The funding settlement announcements also confirmed the amount that 
would be ring-fenced and paid in arrears upon delivery of officer uplift in 2022/23 is £3.1m, an increase of 
£0.8m on this funding in 2021/22.  The plan assumes the same value of grant to be retained as ring-fenced 
funding for each year thereafter, as an incentive to sustain officer numbers at this new level over the 
course of the plan;

Legacy council tax grant funding – This grant funding, which is included in the annual police grant report, 
but which is analysed separately from the main grant funding, is the combination of:-

 Funding that is paid in recognition of historic council tax freezes (therefore only payable to 
those PCCs who froze council tax in relevant years); and

 Funding which reflects the abolition of council tax benefit and the replacement of this with local 
council tax discount schemes (payable to all PCCs to replace funds previously paid through as 
council tax income).
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The confirmed 2022/23 value of this funding is £14.7m, reflecting a continued freeze at historic levels.  We 
have assumed this continues to remain frozen for the duration of the MTFP.

Council tax support grant – This grant funding, received in 2021/22, was a one-off grant to support the loss 
of council tax funding as a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic.  The funding has been removed, and 
therefore does not feature across these forward plans; 

Council tax income guarantee grant – This was a one-off grant for 2021/22 from MHCLG in response to the 
short & medium term impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. This grant will cover 75% of 2020/21 irrecoverable 
local tax losses which will be adjusted for over a three year period.  The plan identifies a third of this 
funding will be released in each of the next two years in line with Government’s expectations;  

Victims grant funding – This grant is awarded to PCCs annually from the Ministry of Justice to support the 
commissioning of victims services, including a pass through of some of these funds to the Chief Constable 
to partially support the Lighthouse Safeguarding Unit, with the remainder retained by the PCC to support 
the commissioning of wider victims’ services.  The plan forecasts that this will remain frozen and will 
continue across the MTFP period;

Police Pensions Grant - this was introduced in 2019/20 to help forces manage the large increase in 
employer contributions for police pensions resulting from the 2018 valuation exercise (24% to 31%).  The 
continuation of this grant funding was confirmed in the 2022/23 settlement, and we have assumed this will 
continue for the duration of the MTFP, frozen at its historic value.
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Council Tax Funding
The value of council tax income received in any one year is determined by three key factors:-

 The value of the precept set by the Police and Crime Commissioner;

 The tax base (no. and profile of properties) from which council tax will be collected;

 Effectiveness of collection in previous year generating a surplus or deficit on the collection fund.

As a result of the assumptions made in this plan across these three factors it is forecast that council tax 
funding will increase by £32.8m/24% over the next five years.

Current Forecast

21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27

Precept (£p) £241.20p £251.20p £261.20p £271.20p £276.60p £282.10p

Tax base (No.) 570,875 576,588 582,588 588,914 595,303 601,062

Precept Income (£’000) 137,695 144,839 152,172 159,714 164,659 169,560

Surplus/(Deficit) (£’000) (962) (750) (665) - - -

Total Council Tax (£’000) 136,733 144,089 151,507 159,714 164,659 169,560

Precept – The value of the precept is defined by the rate applicable to an average band D property.  In 
February 2021 the then PCC approved the 2021/22 revenue budget and capital plan, confirming an 
average band D precept of £241.20, an increase of £13.39/5.9% per household on the previous year.  

The precept is expressed at the value for a band D equivalent property.  There are 8 council tax bands in 
total (A – H), and each property is placed into a band based on the value of the property as at April 1991.

Figure 6: 2021/22 % of properties by band Avon and Somerset compared to England and Wales
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Overall there are more properties weighted towards the lower council tax bands in Avon and Somerset 
than compared to the national position.  In total there are 67.8% of properties in bands A-C, and 32.2% of 
properties in bands D-H in Avon and Somerset.  This compares to 65.2% of properties in bands A-C, and 
34.9% of properties in bands D-H nationally.  This position means while we express the precept as an 
average band D, the majority of properties in our area are in lower bandings than this.  This is why many of 
our local authorities now express their council tax position as band B in their budget discussions as that is 
often the most common banding for properties in Avon and Somerset.

Avon and Somerset’s 2021/22 precept is the median across England and Wales.
Figure 7: 2021/22 Average Band D precept value by PCC in England and Wales

The funding settlement announcements made by the Government confirmed the referendum principles 
for consideration when setting the precept in 2022/23.

“Police and Crime Commissioners in England will retain the flexibility to increase their precept 
income by £10 annually. Based on current forecasts, if all PCCs in England and Wales utilised this 
flexibility in full an additional £774m would be raised in 2024/25. This means that, over the three 
years of this Spending Review, police forces will have up to an additional £1.6bn by 2024/25 should 
all PCCs utilise their full precept flexibility.”

In considering the level of precept to set for 2022/23 the PCC has made consideration of:-

 The views of the public, as expressed through a range of ongoing public engagement activity;

 The views and opinions of the Chief Constable, set out in writing to the PCC;

 The national context which continues to see Avon and Somerset underfunded compared to relative 
need; and

 The expectation of Government that their investment in policing continues to be matched through 
ongoing local investment through the precept.

After due consideration, this plan has been drafted on basis that the PCC will increase the average Band D 
policing precept by £10.00p in 2022/23 and the following two years, thereafter we have assumed annual 
increases of 2.0%.
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Current Forecast

21/22
£p

22/23
£p

23/24
£p

24/25
£p

25/26
£p

26/27
£p

Av. Band D Precept £241.20p £251.20p £261.20p £271.20p £276.60p £282.10p

Annual Increase % +4.1% +4.0% +3.8% +2.0% +2.0%

Annual Increase £ +£10.00p +£10.00p +£10.00p +£5.40p +£5.50p

An increase of £10 in an average band D property, generates the following amounts of council tax for the 
various bands:-

Council Tax Band £p % of Properties

A £167.47 17.1%

B £195.38 28.7%

C £223.29 22.0%

D £251.20 14.5%

E £307.02 9.7%

F £362.84 5.1%

G £418.67 2.7%

H £502.40 0.2%

The precept increases assumed for future years remain a planning assumption at this stage.  They will 
continue to be subject to ongoing consideration and consultation, and an annual decision making process 
including the presentation of a proposal to the Police and Crime Panel will be required.

Tax base – This is the number of properties against which tax can be collected, expressed as a weighted 
average at Band D, and adjusted for a collection rate.  

In Avon and Somerset we have eight billing authorities, with our tax base being the aggregate value of 
them all.  There are a number of factors which can affect the growth of this figure, with both volume of 
new house building and entitlement to council tax discount under locally designed schemes being two 
significant factors.

Although we have seen growth in the local tax base over recent years, the impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic temporarily halted this progress.  However, forecasts for 2022/23 are showing a return to 
increases in tax base across six of the eight authorities with a confirmed total position of 576,588 which is a 
5,713 (1.0%) increase from 2021/22:-

21/22
No.

22/23
No.

Change
No.

Change
%

Bath & North East Somerset 66,712 67,854 +1,142 +1.7%

Bristol 127,950 127,917 -33 -0.0%

North Somerset 78,739 79,927 +1,188 +1.5%

South Gloucestershire 98,044 100,143 +2,099 +2.1%

Unitary (“Avon”) authorities 371,445 375,841 +4,396 +1.18%
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Mendip DC 41,338 41,544 +206 +0.5%

Sedgemoor DC 40,991 41,910 +919 +2.2%

South Somerset DC 61,153 60,644 -509 -0.8%

West Somerset & Taunton 55,948 56,649 +701 +1.3%

District (“Somerset”) authorities 199,430 200,747 +1,317 +0.7%

TOTAL Tax Base 570,875 576,588 +5,713 1.0%

As the above table shows, the forecast shows some variation in tax bases across our billing authorities.  
The forecast position estimates a 2.2% increase in Sedgemoor DC, compared with a 0.8% decrease in South 
Somerset DC. 

The MTFP forecasts changes to the tax base across the plan are based on our local authorities own 
estimates where these have been supplied.  Where they have not been provided we have used an average 
of those received as an assumption at this stage.  This has resulted in the following forecasts of tax base 
growth across the period of the plan:-

22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27

Change in tax base +1.00% +1.04% +1.09% +1.08% +1.00%

Collection fund surplus or deficit – This represents the PCC’s share of any surplus or deficit on the 
collection fund as calculated by our eight collecting authorities.  Historically, all of the local collecting 
authorities have largely generated surpluses, however, the economic impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and 
as a result the non-recovery of council tax, resulted in deficits from all 8 authorities in 2021/22.  Under 
rules implemented by the government in 2020/21, the recovery of any deficit relating to the 2020/21 
financial year can be spread over a three year period.

The impact of these deficits are mitigated to some extent by the provision of the Council Tax income 
guarantee grant in 2021/22.  This grant was payable where loss of council tax was deemed by our 
collecting authorities to be irrecoverable (i.e. it is as a consequence of lost tax base growth or as a result of 
greater eligibility to local discount schemes).  The MTFP releases a third of this funding in each of the next 
two years to help offset the pressure created by this deficit.

The final collection fund surpluses or deficits forecast for 2022/23 will be confirmed very shortly, however, 
current forecasts from the collecting authorities demonstrates a range from one authority showing a 
deficit of £1.1m to another showing a surplus of £287k.  Overall, the plan forecasts a 2022/23 deficit of 
£750k after adjusting for the spread over three years (2021/22 deficit £962k).

Predicting with any accuracy the collection fund deficit figures going forward will be particularly difficult 
given current uncertainties. For the purposes of planning beyond 2022/23 the assumption is that there will 
continue to be a deficit in 2023/24 of £665k and thereafter a net zero surplus/deficit position. 
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The Revenue budget requirement
The budget requirement accounts for how the PCC will commit expenditure that enables the provision of 
policing and community safety across Avon & Somerset.

Budget Requirement (before savings)

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

PCC’s Office budget requirement 1,906 1,964 2,024 2,083 2,143

PCC’s Commissioning budget requirement 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507

PCC’s MOJ – Victims Commissioning Grant (2,001) (2,001) (2,001) (2,001) (2,001)

Chief Constables budget requirement 355,295 367,957 380,209 392,845 404,182

TOTAL budget requirement 358,707 371,427 383,739 396,434 407,831

PCC’s Office budget requirement
This budget reflects the costs of the PCC and his immediate office that enables and supports the fulfilment 
of the full range of duties of the Police and Crime Commissioner.

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Base budget 1,791 1,791 1,791 1,791 1,791

Pay Award and Adjustments +32 +90 +150 +209 +269

Growth and Commitments +83 +83 +83 +83 +83

OPCC Budget Requirement 1,906 1,964 2,024 2,083 2,143

2022/23 Base Budget – This budget supports the PCC, and a team of 25 FTE (full time equivalent) staff who 
support the PCC in a range of activities undertaken in the fulfilment of their statutory duties.  The PCC’s 
budget has consistently operated below the average national level.  

Pay and inflationary adjustments – Applying the same assumptions to the OPCC budgets as those used for 
the Chief Constables budgets (see below for more detail) identifies an inflationary pressure over the MTFP 
period.  This predominantly relates to increased costs for both pay and non-pay items.

Growth – The budget includes growth recognising the potential consequences of the planned OPCC office 
review and an increase in the training budget to better reflect the size of the team.

PCC’s commissioning budget requirement
This budget supports the commissioning of services from external organisations.

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Base budget 3,529 3,529 3,529 3,529 3,529

Adjustments -22 -22 -22 -22 -22

Annual budget requirement 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507

We have assumed no change in the Commissioning budgets after the minimal 2022/23 adjustments.  
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This budget is used by the PCC to commission core services across the following areas:-

2022/23
£’000

Drug and alcohol referral services 553

Victims services (inc SARC, but excluding those within Constabulary) 1,755

MOJ grant top-slice to support OPCC grants process 50

Appropriate adult services 63

Appropriate adult services reallocation 25

Mental health triage service in A&S call centre 122

Restorative justice services 179

Police & Crime Grants (community safety & YOT) 740

Police and crime grants for community safety and other 3rd party work 20

TOTAL 3,507

The commissioning budget provisions for victims’ services commissioned from organisations other than the 
Constabulary.  The funding provided to the Chief Constable for the provision of the Lighthouse victims 
services (£906k - 2022/23), is accounted for within the Chief Constable’s budget requirement set out 
below.

Chief Constable’s budget requirement
This budget reflects the majority of the overall budget requirement, providing funds to support the Chief 
Constable and the Force in the provision of policing to the communities of Avon and Somerset.

Base MTFPBudget pre-savings

21/22
£’000

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Police Officer Costs 169,467 178,097 183,009 189,318 194,632 200,830

PCSO and Staff Pay 107,624 111,268 114,075 116,127 118,537 120,959

Other Pay and Pensions 10,239 9,730 11,515 11,893 12,261 12,639

Non-Pay (inc partnerships) 67,758 75,053 78,615 81,804 85,232 88,743

Contribution to/(from) reserve 138 213 85 85 85 85

Capital Financing 17,317 16,448 16,452 16,838 17,418 17,314

Outstanding Savings 509 509 509 509 509 509

Less; Income and Specific Grants -35,494 -36,024 -36,304 -36,366 -35,830 -36,897

Total 337,559 355,295 367,957 380,209 392,845 404,182

This base budget makes provision to increase the establishment, which at end of March 2023 will be:-

Budgeted Establishment Core Funded
FTE

External Funding
FTE

Collaboration
FTE

TOTAL
FTE

Police Officers 3,011 29 162 3,202

Police Community Support Officers 342 3 - 345

Police Staff 2,704 57 323 3,084
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TOTAL Budgeted establishment 6,057 89 485 6,631

Police Officer Costs – represents the single biggest area of spend for the Force. In the final year of the 
government’s officer uplift target, pay will continue to increase in both value and relative size of budget.  
Before accounting for savings and adjustments the plan forecasts that costs will increase by £31.4m/18.5% 
over the course of the MTFP.  The key movements in this budget forecast are:-

 Growth (national uplift delivery) – The plan provides for £6.9m growth in officer salary costs to 
reflect the increases to officer numbers both delivered (the full-year effect of these costs) and 
expected to be delivered throughout 2022/23 financial year.  Thereafter the plan forecasts that 
these costs will continue to rise, with £10.2m of growth in costs by 2026/27.  This will enable the 
Force to achieve the target head count of 3,291 officers by March 2023;

 Pay awards – The budget assumes an inflationary pay increase of a 3.5% with effect from 
September 2022, increasing costs by £3.5m in 2022/23.  The assumption of 3.5% mirrors the 
emerging national consensus on pay, albeit this will only be confirmed by Government decision 
following a recommendation made by the independent pay review board.  In each year thereafter 
the plan assumes a 2% pay award, increasing costs to £18.8m by 2026/27.  

 National Insurance – The plan also accounts for increases to national insurance costs with effect 
from April 2022, in line with the Government’s social care levy. This is an increase in cost of +£1.2m 
for police officers in each year of the MTFP;

 Adjustments – The budget reflects adjustments to Police Officer costs both to remove the budgets 
for Special Branch Officers (as they transfer into counter terrorism policing with effect from April 
2022), and in recognition of reduction in the average cost of an officer in recognition of the scale of 
recruitment and therefore the relatively inexperienced workforce at this time.  These adjustments 
total £3.3m in 2022/23, but will reduce to £2.7m by 2026/27 in recognition that the average cost 
will have started to increase by this time in our plans;

 Allowances and Overtime – The plan accounts for increases to officer allowances (e.g. unsocial 
hours allowance and standby allowances) and overtime budgets (both general overtime and bank 
holiday overtime) reflecting both the uplift in officer numbers as well as other factors (e.g. changes 
in number of bank holidays dependent on when Christmas and Easter fall).  These costs account for 
£0.4m growth across the MTFP period.

 Police Officer Pensions – The MTFP includes an increase of £3.5m in expectation of additional 
officer pension costs.  This represents an estimate of the potential increases to costs resulting from 
the valuation exercise that will set employer contribution rates with effect from April 2024.  We 
expect that these costs will increase as a result of increases to employer contribution rates, 
however this will not actually be confirmed until much closer to its implementation.  

PCSO and Staff Pay – Budgets for PCSO and police staff pay are forecast to increase by £13.3m/12.2% over 
the course of the MTFP.  The key movements in this budget forecast are:-

 Growth and commitments – There is £0.6m in growth and commitments over the course of the 
MTFP.  This includes small increases in support of delivering and sustaining the uplift in officer 
numbers, as well as an introduction of market factor changes to the pay for Intelligence Analysts in 
light of recent retention challenges and benchmarking of regional pay;

 Pay awards – The increase of 3.5% with effect from September 2022 increases costs by £1.7m in 
2022/23.  Thereafter the plan provisions for a 2% pay award p.a., increasing costs by £11.7m across 
the MTFP period. 
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 Adjustments – The budget reflects adjustments that recognise the increase in average cost of staff 
and particularly PCSOs as we forecast more of these incrementally moving up the pay scale.  Costs 
are forecast to increase by £0.6m in 2022/23, but this is expected to reduce to £0.3m by the end of 
the MTFP;

 National Insurance – The plan includes increases to national insurance costs in support of the 
Government’s social care levy, which add £0.7m in costs across the MTFP period.

Other Pay and Pensions – The budgets here are forecast to increase by £2.4m/23.4% over the course of 
the MTFP.  The key movement in this budget forecast are:-

 Injury pensions – The forecasts include provisions for the costs of new officers retiring on medical 
grounds with injury awards as well as inflation increases for the existing injury awards.  Over the 
course of the MTFP we forecast this to add £0.8m in costs;

 LGPS Pensions and inflation – The valuation of the Somerset County Council Pension fund is 
expected to complete during 2022.  This will set employer rates with effect from April 2023.  In light 
of fund performance and wider economic challenges the plan reflects an expected increase in 
employer contributions of £1.6m with effect from 2023/24.

Non-Pay – Budgets for non-pay costs, before adjustments for savings, are forecast to increase by 
£20.9m/31.0% over the course of the MTFP.  The key movements in this budget forecast are:-

 Premises – There are specific and acute inflationary pressures including increases to electricity costs 
estimated at £0.7m/26.1% and increases to gas costs estimated at £0.2m/24.1% in 2022/23.  In 
addition to this there is further inflationary pressure for business rates, and inflationary across all 
other aspects of premises costs.  By the end of the MTFP forecast an extra £2.9m is accounted for 
here before savings;

 Transport – Over the course of the MTFP there is forecast growth of £1.0m in transport and travel 
costs.  The key factor in this growth is the inflationary factors assumed for both fuel and travel 
costs, as well as inflation for vehicle repairs and maintenance costs. In 2022/23 we are estimating 
fuel costs increases of £0.3m/9.8%, reflecting the increases in prices already being experienced.  In 
addition there is also some growth in budgets to support the increase in the fleet in recognition of 
those extra vehicles required for the uplift in officer numbers;

 Supplies and Services – The plan is forecasting growth in these budgets of £6.9m over the course of 
the MTFP.  Of this:-

o £4.0m is as a direct consequence of assumptions around inflation across all areas of non-pay 
budgets, with particular pressures recognised around insurance, national IT systems and 
custody health care provision;

o £1.6m increases to IT costs, recognising some growth and ongoing contractual 
commitments.  Some of this is reflective of our increased size and therefore increased 
consumption of licences and services.  There is also provision for some growth here in 
support of new services to further enhance frontline effectiveness and efficiency – including 
further digitalisation of historic evidence and increasing our use of robotic process 
automation to release capacity across the organisation; 

o £0.8m increase to support the direct and ongoing delivery of uplift.  This includes additional 
fees (£0.6m) for the Degree Holder Entry Programme (DHEP) enabling the delivery of new 
officers on a fast track into detective roles, as well as uplifts to equipment and training 
budgets;
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o £0.3m for firearms and surveillance asset tracking.  Following a series of national reviews 
and recommendations, work has been progressed nationally to identify new capabilities to 
support the tactical deployment of firearms and surveillance officers;

o £0.2m increase relating to small areas of growth across all areas of devolved budget.

 Partnerships – The MTFP forecasts growth of £10.2m by 2026/27 driven by inflation, linked 
predominantly to assumptions around pay awards.  This reflects the fact that the majority of our 
partnership budgets support our collaborations (e.g. South West Forensics, Major Crime 
Investigation, South West Regional Organised Crime Unit) into which are officers and staff are 
seconded to work alongside those from other forces.

Capital Financing – Growth in capital financing costs of £0.1m are included in the forecasts over the course 
of the MTFP.  This reflects adjustments in accordance with our PFI financing model;

Income – The plan forecasts growth of £0.6m in income budgets over the course of the MTFP, reflecting 
inflationary adjustments where appropriate, which are offset by forecast reductions in some funding, the 
most significant of which is a forecast reduction of £0.4m in relation to the policing provision at Hinkley 
Point as this construction project nears completion.
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Revenue savings requirement and plans
Savings requirement
After having made all of the assumptions around both funding and pay outlined above, the following 
overall position is established:-

Forecast

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Total Funding Forecast 355,707 365,479 377,006 383,978 390,925

Less; PCC’s Office budget -1,906 -1,964 -2,024 -2,083 -2,143

Less; PCC’s Commissioning budget -3,507 -3,507 -3,507 -3,507 -3,507

Plus: MoJ – Victims commissioning grant +2,001 +2,001 +2,001 +2,001 +2,001

Funding left to support Chief Constable 352,295 362,009 373,476 380,389 387,276

Less; Chief Constable budget requirement 355,295 367,957 380,209 392,845 404,182

Standstill Deficit 3,000 5,948 6,733 12,456 16,906

Accounting for identified savings
Against this the Force has identified initial savings, however even with the inclusions of these 
savings/adjustments we continue to forecast a deficit budgetary position in 2023/24 and onwards:

Forecast

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Standstill Deficit 3,000 5,948 6,733 12,456 16,906

Officer Pay and Allowances savings -235 -301 -368 -434 -500

Staff Pay and Allowances savings -282 -282 -282 -282 -282

Premises cost savings -553 -553 -553 -553 -553

Transport cost savings -311 -311 -311 -311 -311

Supplies and service cost savings -234 -234 -234 -234 -234

Partnership cost savings -120 -229 -229 -229 -229

Income -757 -757 -757 -757 -757

Central savings -508 -512 -512 -512 -513

Revised Deficit - 2,769 3,487 9,144 13,527

As the above demonstrates, the identified savings enable a balanced budget to be set for 2022/23.  
Thereafter there is a forecasted deficit of circa. £2.8m in 2023/24 and rising to circa. £13.5m in 2026/27.

These savings identified include the following:-

 Officer pay and allowance savings – Recurring savings of £0.2m in 2022/23 rising to £0.5m by the 
end of this plan, largely reflecting the gradual reduction in historic allowances that have ceased as a 
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consequence of changes to terms and conditions and are therefore increasingly payable to fewer 
and fewer officers over time;

 Staff pay and allowances savings – Recurring savings of £0.3m identified through adjustments to 
staff headcount in a small number of enabling services, as well as reductions to overtime budgets 
across numerous areas of the budget;

 Premises savings – Premises budgets have identified £0.5m in recurring savings, reflecting increases 
in the sharing of costs with partners, savings on business rates following successful reviews, as well 
as reductions to our estate footprint and ongoing work to realise energy efficiency savings as a 
consequence of our work to improve our energy consumption;

 Transport savings – Savings of £0.3m have been identified in transport and travel budgets across 
the Force. These include savings in central fuel budgets as a consequence of planned reductions to 
our fleet, as well as the benefits of more fuel efficient vehicles.  Also included are procurement 
savings in our contract for tyres.  There have also been reductions to devolved travel and transport 
budgets reflective of new ways of working not requiring as much travel as previously;

 Supplies and services savings – Savings of £0.2m have been identified across all our supplies and 
services budgets throughout the Force, of which half are from enabling services budgets and half 
are from operational budgets.  

 Income savings – Savings of £0.8m generated through additional income have also been identified, 
including income received through court cost recovery procedures, rental income from partners in 
our property and enhancing our cost recovery under special policing arrangements;

 Central cost savings – we have identified £0.6m of savings which we have adjusted for throughout 
2021/22 and which we can release permanently from budget in 2022/23.  These savings have 
occurred through adjustments in numerous areas of the budget, including savings realised through 
some reduction in staff headcount in enabling services, and further estates savings and a saving 
against national IT charges.

The application of these savings against our budgets results in the following:-

Base MTFPBudget post-savings

21/22
£’000

22/23
£’000

23/24
£’000

24/25
£’000

25/26
£’000

26/27
£’000

Police Officer Pay 163,173 177,862 182,708 188,951 194,198 200,330

PCSO and Staff Pay 105,459 110,987 113,794 115,845 118,256 120,677

Other Pay and Pensions 10,312 9,730 11,515 11,893 12,261 12,639

Non-Pay 71,086 73,835 77,288 80,477 83,905 87,416

Contribution to/(from) reserve 384 213 85 85 85 85

Capital Financing 17,817 16,448 16,452 16,837 17,417 17,313

Outstanding Savings - - - - - -

Less; Income and Specific Grants (30,636) (36,781) (37,063) (37,125) (36,590) (37,658)

Total 337,595 352,294 364,779 376,963 389,532 400,802
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Residual savings requirement
In 2023/24 and 2024/25 the savings required to balance the budget remain at a level where it is hoped 
they can be achieved without significantly impacting on frontline service delivery.  However, the savings 
required in the final two years of the plan are substantially more significant, and it is unlikely that savings 
of that magnitude could be achieved without having some impact on the servicing of public demand for 
policing services.  

Beyond the immediate savings plans it is recognise that there will be further opportunities to improve 
productivity, efficiency and realise savings, providing potential to close the residual budget gap.  Options 
are being progressed across the following areas:-

 Opportunities arising from the Force’s re-setting for a post Covid-19 pandemic working 
environment, which are expected to include estates and fleet considerations as well as wider ways 
of working;

 Introducing further automation and digitalisation across both operational and corporate processes 
and ways of operating to realise efficiencies and opportunities for savings;

 Review channels for public contact to continue to ensure that the Force are providing the right 
means and capabilities for this contact to happen in the most efficient and effective way;

 Opportunities across our enabling services to improve transactional processes, our integrated 
planning and realise the opportunities and benefits of investments in new corporate systems;

 Continuing to benchmark budgets and areas of spend against other police forces to consider 
opportunities this presents to learn from others;

 Consider opportunities across current collaborations, as well as identifying opportunities for new 
collaborations with supporting and like-minded partners;

 Ongoing procurement savings which may enable avoidance of some of the forecast uplift in costs 
through commercial or collaborative deals struck.

Some of the above will release savings which can be used support the balancing of our budget and to 
enable wider financial capacity to support prioritised investment.  Equally some areas will enable 
productivity gains that provide capacity within the Force to focus more on servicing policing demand more 
effectively.  
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Capital Programme and Funding

The Medium Term Financial Plan recognises the importance and complexity of capital planning, and how 
integral this is in the context of our wider financial planning.  The section sets out the context and 
framework within which these capital plans have been prepared, and in so doing fulfils the requirements of 
a capital strategy as introduced in the revised CIPFA Prudential code.

Our assets are essential to the provision of an effective policing service.  In order to sustain this service, 
and meet the objectives and ambitions set out in the Police and Crime Plan it is important that we set out 
how we intend to maintain and develop our assets, identifying investments we plan to make.  These are 
required to both support the refresh of existing assets and infrastructure, as well as to invest in new 
transformative initiatives which will help to realise improvements in operational efficiency and 
effectiveness.

Capital plans are, by their nature, complex and require detailed planning and forecasting.  This requires 
support and understanding of colleagues across the organisation.  It also requires a large degree of wider 
environmental scanning in order to assess the impact of national projects and initiatives which will require 
support to implement locally.

The capital funding position is also complicated, relying on multiple sources of funding in order to be able 
to support planned expenditure.  Forecasting our funding is therefore based on a large number of 
assumptions and inter-dependencies which are subject to ongoing change both in value and timing.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had implications in the delivery of the capital plan during 2021/22.  For 
example the fleet plans have been impacted by the lead times for vehicle manufacture and delivery, a 
situation reflective of global challenges within the supply chain.  We expect the uncertainly caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic to continue in the short term and we will continue to work to refine our cost 
projections and funding considerations over the coming months.

Developing the Capital Programme
Assets are integral to the delivery of efficient policing services.  Maintaining the optimum use of resources 
whilst securing best value in relation to both cost and quality are key considerations.  This is done by 
following best practice in relation to procurement, sales and construction, taking external legal and 
professional advice where required.

Our assets fall into four broad categories:-

 Buildings – all buildings are owned by the PCC, and the PCC’s office retain responsibility for key 
decisions around the purchase and disposal of buildings, maintaining close oversight of the estate 
management and planning in order to fulfil this role.  The day to day management of the estate is 
undertaken by the Force’s estates department, within the Finance and Business Services 
directorate;

 Information and communication technology – all ICT assets are managed and maintained through 
the Force’s IT Directorate.  Forward planning of these assets is informed by considerations of 
longevity and optimum replacement cycle.  This enables effective planning of renewal and 
replacement activity to be considered alongside new transformative initiatives and projects, either 
local or national, that may see the type and nature of our assets continue to change;

 Fleet – all vehicles are maintained through the Force’s transport services department within the 
Finance and Business Services directorate.  All fleet assets are maintained and managed through 
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the fleet management system, which provides information that enables effective optimisation of 
the usage of our fleet as well as planning around replacement activity;

 Capital equipment – This will include equipment in use across the Force, where the responsibility 
for its management and maintenance rests with the responsible department of the Constabulary.

The capital programme is developed to consider all requirements for maintenance and investment across 
these categories of assets.  The programme produced therefore is reflective of a mixture of:-

 Asset replacement and renewal – recognising the optimum operating life for all assets, and where 
necessary, ensuring that plans provision for the replacement of them;

 New initiatives and projects – recognising new investments in order to realise the priorities of the 
Police and Crime Plan and meet the objectives of the Force.

The programme is developed jointly between the PCC and the Force, and is realised through wide 
stakeholder engagement.  The finalised programme reflects a list of anticipated and recommended 
projects that enables high level planning across a medium term horizon.  The programme, and the 
approval of it through the medium term financial plan, reflects approval for the next 12 months 
replacement and renewal activity, but recognises individual business cases are still required to progress 
new initiatives and projects.  

These business cases, all of which will be approved in accordance with the PCC’s scheme of governance, 
will be delivered using a prescribed format, and will cover:-

 Clear definition of the objectives of the proposal;
 Baseline assessment of the “as is” position, and how this compares with user specifications and 

force standards;
 Consideration, assessment and appraisal of possible options – including alternative ways of 

procuring assets (e.g. leasing, partnership arrangements) where these are viable options;
 Financial appraisal of the options, to include identification of capital funding source and 

consideration of whole life costs and ongoing impact on revenue budgets;
 Risk appraisal, enabling decision makers to reach a decision informed by a clear understanding of 

the risk and allowing these to be clearly included on risk registers for management as appropriate;

The delivery of capital projects will be overseen either by the department responsible, or in the case of 
larger projects, through our change programme boards.  In monitoring the delivery of capital projects 
particular focus is placed on:-

 Delivery is on time and achievement of the intended outcome/s;
 The overall use of capital and revenue funding is as close as possible to original plans; and
 When the above factors are not achieved, variations are reported appropriately.

Progress against the capital programme, including considerations of capital financing, is reported quarterly 
to our Finance and Assets Committee, to the Constabulary Management Board and to the Police and Crime 
Board.  The quarterly finance performance paper, which includes the reporting of performance against our 
capital plan, is published on the PCC’s website once it has been reviewed at PCB.

Upon completion of a capital project, consideration will be given to the use of a Post Implementation 
Review (PIR).  This review will provide a check against the performance compared to the original proposal.  
It will focus on the outcomes achieved, the extent to which the benefits claimed are being realised, and the 
actual costs both revenue and capital.  Through the use of these types of review we would look to capture 
learning that can inform our future projects and programmes for the better.

The table below summarises the current capital forecast and our forward 5 year capital plan:-
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Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Capital Expenditure 11,163 15,913 24,770 24,900 15,802 6,912 99,459

Less; Capital Funding (11,163) (15,913) (24,770) (24,900) (9,903) (6,912) (95,134)

Deficit - - - - 4,286 - 4,286

Capital Expenditure
The emerging picture identifies that the current year (2021/22) of capital spend, plus the planned spend 
over the next five years (through until 2026/27) totals £99.5m. Against this we have identified and forecast 
funding sources of £95.1m, thereby leaving a residual deficit in capital funding of £4.3m over the next 5 
year period.  

Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Asset replacement 8,681 9,473 9,403 11,007 8,760 5,964 53,286

Capital projects 1,578 6,440 15,368 13,892 7,042 948 45,268

TOTAL 11,163 15,913 24,770 24,900 15,802 6,912 99,459

Asset replacement – Our asset replacement plans total £53.3m, accounting for 54% of our capital plan 
spend.  This provides for the ongoing maintenance, replacement and renewal of our existing assets:-

Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

ICT replacement 5,366 5,422 3,259 6,554 5,189 2,758 28,547

Estates replacement 717 853 957 498 495 128 3,648

Fleet replacement 2,280 2,693 2,584 3,088 2,808 2,809 16,262

Equipment replacement 318 505 2,603 868 268 268 4,829

TOTAL 8,681 9,473 9,403 11,007 8,760 5,964 53,286

ICT replacement – The plan assumes the following renewal and replacement activity:-

 End User Devices (£13.3m) – the number of end user devices has increased in recent years, and we 
would expect all devices to need at least one replacement during the life of this plan. The plan 
includes:- 

o replacement and new issue of laptop devices and monitors - £8.4m;
o replacement and new issue of mobile phones - £2.6m;
o replacement and new issue of body worn video cameras - £1.8m.

 Infrastructure (£9.9m) – over the course of the plan we have made provision for replacement and 
enhancements to our IT infrastructure, including:-

o Storage and back-up requirements - £1.5m;
o Servers and networks - £7.8m;
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o Video conferencing capability - £0.5m.

Estates replacement – The plans predict £2.9m will need to be spent on the replacement and repair of our 
estate, including the following areas of activity:-

 Electrical, fire and central heating systems (£1.4m) –This is informed through building condition 
surveys as well as the requirements of our wider plans;

 Repairs and maintenance of our buildings (£1.5m) – This includes chiller and lift replacement within 
HQ operation building, Staple Hill roof repair and LED lighting replacement;

Fleet replacement – The fleet replacement plan currently reflects the activity required to both maintain 
our current fleet numbers as well as supporting the anticipated uplift of officer numbers. Our plans predict 
we will need to spend £14m on the replacement of our fleet.  This includes the replacement of response 
fleet (£3.1m); the replacement of road policing and specialist response fleet (£7.5m); the replacement of 
neighbourhood fleet (£3.0m); and the replacement of bikes, drones and telematics (£0.4m). The total 
expenditure will remain dependent upon the ongoing review of our fleet to further rationalise and identify 
savings where appropriate.

Equipment replacement – The plan for the replacement of capital equipment is as follows:-

 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) (£0.8m) – over the course of the plan to both 
maintain and replace the current ANPR asset estate;

 Taser replacement in 23/24 (£2.3m) – this is the direct replacement of tasers currently used by 
the Force;

 Carbines (£0.6m) – replacement due in 24/25 once we have agreed on a common model in the 
region;

 Provision (£0.5m) – an annual provision is included in the plan to provide for the rolling 
replacement of a large number of smaller value assets which when purchased in aggregate are 
more suitable to be funded through capital than through our revenue equipment budgets.

Capital projects - The planned capital projects total £45.3m, accounting for 46% of our total capital plan 
spend:-

Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Digital Projects 925      5,209     6,733     5,027      6,971         876     25,741 

Estates Projects 653 1,231 8,634 8,865 71 72 19,527

TOTAL 1,578 6,440 15,368 13,892 7,042 948 45,268

Digital Projects – The digital projects largely fall into three categories as follows:-

Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

National Projects 611 1,105 1,100 3,000 6,700 600 13,116

Regional Projects 0 51 52 53 54 55 265

Local Projects         314      4,053      5,581      1,974          216          221    12,359 

TOTAL Digital Projects         925      5,209       6,733       5,027       6,971           876    25,741 
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 National Projects – These plans predict that we will need to spend £12.5m enabling the 
implementation of national programmes locally within Avon and Somerset.  This relates to two 
national projects:-

o Emergency Services Network Programme (ESN) will see all emergency services replace the 
existing airwave radio system with a new digital solution using 5G technology.  It is currently 
forecast to cost £11.5m over the next five years.  This national project continues to prove 
difficult to predict with accuracy.  National airwave contracts require emergency services to 
have transitioned to the new solution by the end of 2024, but the final business case for the 
national programme remains under review and is yet to receive ministerial approval.  These 
projected costs are based on local modelling to interpret the national business case, but will 
need to be subject to further refinement as the national position crystallises;

o National Enabling Programme (NEP), which will see all police forces and agencies introduce 
the latest cloud based productivity tools (Microsoft O365), increasing effectiveness and 
improving service delivery by enhancing communications and facilitating interaction with 
other forces, partner organisations and the public.  Improved identity access management 
into policing systems and networks and national infrastructure and asset information 
security monitoring services will also be delivered.  The cost of implementing this within 
Avon and Somerset will be £1m over the next year.

 Regional Projects – The provision of £0.3m within the capital plan for regional projects reflects the 
ongoing work around niche system:-

o Crime, Case, Custody and Intelligence records management system (Niche) – Work is 
continuing with four of our regional neighbours in the shared development of our separate 
instances of the same Niche system.  Over the course of the next 5 years £0.3m has been 
identified to support this the continuation of this work;

 Local Projects – These plans predict that the implementation of local projects over the course of the 
plan will require £12m of investment.  This includes:-

o Corporate Systems – The plans are developing for the improvement of our corporate HR, 
finance and operational capabilities, enabling continued improvements in many of our key 
corporate processes.  An Outline Business Case for this work was approved by the PCC in 
November, and we are now progressing towards the presentation of a Full Business Case 
later in 2022.  At this stage the capital plan includes £10.9m in support of this over the next 
three years;

Estates Projects – our estates projects largely fall into three categories as follows:-

Current MTFP
20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Somerset Projects 0 0 5,669 2,529 0 0 8,197

Bristol Projects 100 812 2,275 0 0 0 3,187

BANES Projects 321 77 624 6,268 0 0 7,290

Other 233 342           66 69 71 72 853

TOTAL Estates Projects 653 1,231 8,634 8,865 71 72 19,527

 Somerset Projects – The capital plan includes £8.2m over the next three years to progress estates 
projects in Somerset.  This supports:-
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o South Somerset - £7.3m has been included to progress our estates plans in south Somerset, 
which are predicted to fall in the 23/24 and 24/25 financial years at this stage; 

o Frome police station - £0.5m is included within our plan for 23/24 to develop our police 
station in Frome;

o Minehead – £0.3m is included within our plan for 23/24 to develop a new plan for our 
future police station in west Somerset;

 Bristol Projects – our capital plan includes £3.1m over the next two years to progress two estates 
projects in Bristol.  This supports:-

o Trinity Road police station (Old Market) – the work to progress the redevelopment of our 
current Trinity Road police station site has continued throughout 2021.  We have now sold 
the site to a social housing developer subject to planning permission, with the intention of 
securing a neighbourhood base on the ground floor of the redeveloped site.  £1.5m over the 
next two years has been included in the plan to support this;

o Broadbury Road police station (Knowle West) – our plans include £1.5m over the next two 
years for the redevelopment of our existing police station site.

 Bath and North East Somerset Projects – our capital plan includes £7.0m over the next three years 
in support of both an enhanced neighbourhood and enquiry office presence in the city centre 
(£0.1m), as well as the longer-term development of a new response base (£6.9m).

Capital Funding
Under the provisions of the Prudential Code, the PCC can invest in a capital programme so long as its 
capital spending plans are “affordable, prudent and sustainable”.

The capital programme is reflected in the PCC’s Treasury Management Strategy, which is presented 
annually to the Police and Crime Board, and regularly reviewed by the PCC’s Chief Finance Officer.  This 
sets out the prudential indicators, which determine the limits set against the requirements of affordability, 
prudence and sustainability.

The PCC, in consultation with the Chief Constable, will identify available sources of funding in support of 
the capital programme.  This will include the identification of potential capital receipts from the disposal of 
property.

The sources of capital funding available are detailed below.

Current MTFP
21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 Total 
£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Home Office Grant 269 0 0 0 0 0 269
ESN Grant Funding 0   100 768 0 0 868
Revenue Contribution 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 42,000
General Capital Reserve 2,594 7,513 8,102 650 0 -288 18,571
Capital Receipts (Estate) 0 0 0 9,350 4,316 0 13,666
Capital Receipts (Other) 200 200 200 200 200 200 1,267
Previous Borrowing 49 0 1,046 0 0 0 1,095
New Borrowing 0 1,100 7,654 7,700 0 0 16,454
TOTAL 11,163 15,913 24,770 24,900 11,516 6,912 95,174
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 Home Office capital grant funding – The value of this grant is £0.3m in 2021/22. However, it was 
confirmed in the police settlement announcements in December 2021 that this funding would 
cease in future years.  The plan therefore reflects no further capital grant funding will be received;

 ESN Grant Funding – This reflects the funding made available to us to support the necessary 
upgrades to our control room infrastructure to enable the transition away from Airwave radio 
devices to this new capability;

 Revenue contribution – Over the course of the last few years our revenue contributions to support 
capital have been increased.  The reason for doing this was in recognition of:-

o Reductions to other sources of capital funding;

o Increasing volume of personal issue assets (e.g. laptops, mobile phones, body worn video 
cameras etc…) which would need replacing on a regular life-cycle;

o Gradual transition of our IT services into the cloud will see a transition from capital to 
revenue funding, thereby creating some capacity for us to manage this through reallocation 
of capital funding rather than creating an unsustainable pressure on revenue budgets.

The revenue contribution is maintained at £7m p.a. across the duration of this plan at this stage;

 General capital reserve – This represents historic and ongoing funds which have been set aside to 
support general capital investment.  The above plan shows we intend to fully exhaust these by the 
end of 2024/25;

 Capital receipts (Estate) – Over the course of the period covered by the plan it is anticipated we will 
sell a number of our buildings.  Over the next 4 years the plan identifies a potential capital receipt 
of £8.1m.  There remains risk over those receipts not yet received both in terms of the value 
(subject to market factors at the point at which the asset is sold) and the timing (subject to us being 
in a position to release the asset from operational use) which will continue to be monitored;

 Capital receipts (Other) – Over the course of the plan it is assumed some receipts will be generated 
from the sale of vehicles and other assets that have reached the end of their useful life.  On average 
we expect to generate £0.2m p.a;

 New borrowing – this reflects the current assumed profile of borrowing which will be taken in 
support of capital expenditure.  The final value and profile of our borrowing will be subject to 
consideration and approval by the PCC.  The timing of when borrowing is taken will be managed as 
part of wider treasury management considerations.

The general principle applied when allocating funding in support of the capital plan is that for shorter-life 
assets, sources of funding other than borrowing will be used.  Borrowing is planned to be used only against 
longer-life assets, where the revenue provision needed to set aside for the repayment of the borrowing 
(known as the “Minimum Revenue Provision” or “MRP”) can be taken over a longer timeframe, thereby 
reducing the annual cost to our revenue budgets.  All borrowing undertaken can only be done with the 
approval of the PCC, and must be prudent, affordable and sustainable.

All of the revenue implications of the capital programme, including those costs which are either as a 
consequence of the direct funding or in order to service our borrowing (both interest and MRP) have been 
fully reflected in our revenue budget plans as set out earlier in our MTFP.
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Reserves and Risk
Reserves
The PCC holds reserves in order to:-

 Support capital and revenue investment to continue our further transformation and change;

 Manage uncertainty and risk in our future; and

 Comply with accounting practice and convention.

As reported in the financial statements at the end of March 2021 the PCC had total usable reserves of 
£57.1m. This reflected an increase of £8.1m/16.5% compared to the balance held 12 months previously, 
mainly due to increases in our capital reserves and discretionary reserves. Our useable reserve levels are 
forecast to stand at £51.9m by the end of the 2021/22 financial year (a decrease of £5.2m).  

The current projections estimate a £5.6m decrease in reserves during the 2022/23 financial year, with 
further reductions of £9.0m to March 2024.  The main reasons for the reduction over this period are the 
consumption of our capital reserves in line with our capital plans, and the reduction in our discretionary 
earmarked reserves. As the graph demonstrates, from 2025/26 financial year we expect the reserves level 
to stabilise, with reserves standing at £23.0m by the end of the MTFP period (March 2027).  This reflects a 
projection only at this stage, and will therefore be subject to ongoing review and refinement as our plans 
crystalize.
Figure 8: Useable reserve projections over the life of the MTFP

The reserves largely fall into the following categories:-

 The general fund is set annually by the PCC’s Chief Finance Officer in consultation with the Chief 
Constable’s Chief Finance Officer, and after a consideration of all risks facing the PCC and the Force.  
We are proposing to keep the fund at £12m. The risk level, and our appetite for the financial 
provision needed to assure ourselves, may change over the medium term enabling some reductions 
in this reserve – however, it is prudent to maintain a reasonable provision here and the proposed 
general fund balance (£12.0m) represents only 3.4% of 22/23 Net Revenue budget;
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 The PFI reserves are used to equalise the phasing of our income (in the form of PFI credits) to our 
forecast expenditure.  In the early years of the contract we generate a surplus which the accounting 
model requires us to put into reserves, in order to be released against the annual deficit in funding 
forecast in the later years of the contract.  By so doing the financial impact on the revenue budget 
is smoothed over the life of these assets.  By March 2027 it is forecast that our PFI reserves will 
stand at £5.7m.  Our financial model forecasts that the reserves will begin to gradually reduce as 
we use the funds to help top-up our revenue budgets.  Our modelling identifies that this reserve 
will not fully unwind until the 2038/39 financial year which will coincide with the end of our PFI 
contracts;

 The capital reserves consists of both the capital financing reserve and the capital receipts reserve. 
The general capital reserve represents historic and ongoing funds which have been set aside to 
support general capital investment.  It is expected that we will have fully utilise the capital financing 
reserve by the end of 2024/25 in line with our capital plans.  The capital receipts reserve holds 
receipts from the sale of assets, mainly buildings.  It is expected we will fully exhaust this reserve by 
the end of 2025/26 in line with our capital plans;

 The remainder of the reserves have been earmarked for specific purposes.  The earmarked reserves 
are expected to decrease by £5.0m between March 2022 and March 2023. The remaining reserves 
reflect lots of smaller annual amounts projected to be held at any given year-end which relate to 
ring-fenced activity.  This includes the value on our non-returnable detained property fund, specific 
grants and ring-fenced receipts of funding unspent at any given year-end, as well as an ongoing 
road safety reserve generated through income received from speed awareness course referrals. 
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Risk
Given the extent of the modelling and assumptions required across the development of our MTFP, it is 
important that we have consideration of risks and the potential impact these could have on these forecasts 
and plans.  The table below highlights some of the key risks identified:-

Risk Potential scale Mitigation

Grant Funding Value – the value of future 
grant levels is higher or lower than 
currently forecast owing to decisions made 
by the Government about the overall 
funding available to provide to PCCs.

1.0% of total grant 
funding is £2.2m 
p.a.

Grant funding is expected to increase each 
year for 3 years in line with the headline 
announcements made under the Spending 
Review (SR).  As such we have a high degree 
of confidence as to the value of future grant 
funding.
Beyond the SR period we have made an 
assumption of annual increases to grant 
funding of 1.0%, however we are unlikely to 
know the true value of this until the Autumn 
of 2024, when we would expect the next SR 
announcements to be made.  We will 
therefore continue to track our assumptions 
against that being made by other forces 
across the country.

Grant Funding Distribution – the value of 
future grant levels is higher or lower than 
current forecast owing to decisions made 
by the Government about how to distribute 
overall funding available to PCCs.

1.0% of formula 
grant funding is 
£2.0m p.a.

Engage with and monitor the work of the 
Home Office as they consult on proposals to 
change the current formula for distribution 
expected as part of Spending Review work.

Council Tax Base – the increase in council 
tax base currently forecast is higher or 
lower than current forecast (1.00% growth 
in 22/23, +1.04% 2023/24, +1.09% 
2024/25).

1.0% of council 
tax income is 
£1.4m p.a.

Ensure our forecasts for council tax base are 
adjusted regularly and reflect those forecasts 
being made by local authorities themselves.

Council Tax Deficits – the current forecasts 
by the local authority are higher or lower 
than current forecast (£0.75m deficit 
2022/23, £0.7m deficit 2023/24, and net 
zero position thereafter)

10% of deficit is 
£0.1m p.a.

Forward plan from local authorities assumes a 
certain level of council tax recovery following 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Continue to update 
our forecasts in line with local authorities’ 
expectations.

Council Tax Precept – the referendum cap 
is set at a lower level than that which is 
planned within our forward projections.

1.0% of council 
tax income is 
£1.4m p.a.

The SR announcements confirmed the 3 year 
principles for PCC precept setting, and 
therefore we have a high degree of certainty 
around this for the foreseeable future.
Thereafter our assumption brings precept 
growth back in line with the Bank of England’s 
long-term projection for inflation at 2.0%.
We will continue to monitor this closely, and 
seek intelligence through the PCC as to any 
potential changes to the principles within 
which the policing precept will be expected to 
be considered.
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Risk Potential scale Mitigation

Pay Inflation – the increase in pay is higher 
or lower than currently forecast (3.5% 
increase in 2022/23 and thereafter 2.0% 
increase p.a.). 

1.0% of officer 
and staff pay is 
£2.9m p.a.

Benchmarking of our assumptions for future 
pay awards against other forces to ensure 
that we are not an outlier.  Monitor 
Government, and emerging sector statements 
regarding future public sector pay.

Officer Pensions – the MTFP reflects the 
increase from the last valuation, which saw 
employer contributions increase to 31% 
with effect from April 2019. The MTFP 
recognises the ongoing risk and a provision 
for £3.5m has been included from 2024/25 
as an estimate of growth in employer 
contribution rate at next valuation date 
(April 2024). However, there is a high level 
of uncertainty and any increase would need 
a sector wide response in consultation with 
the Government.  

1.0% change in 
employer 
contribution is 
£2.2m p.a.

We do not expect the rate to change until it 
next comes under review.  Experience of the 
2018 valuation has meant service and Home 
Office have agreed to work more closely on 
monitoring arrangements – thereby ensuring 
any potential swings in future rates are 
forecast in a more timely manner.

Staff Pensions – the MTFP reflects the 
increase from the 2019 valuation exercise, 
which is a rise of employer contributions to 
16.3% with effect from April 2020.  The 
MTFP recognises the ongoing risk, and 
includes further provision of £1.5m from 
23/24 (movement from 16.3% to 18.3%), to 
coincide with the timing of the next 
planned pension valuation.

Additional 1.0% 
contribution is 
£0.9m p.a. for 
Staff pay. 

Monitor the ongoing position of actuarial 
reviews, engaging with this process through 
representation of the SCC LGPS Scheme 
Board.

Inflation – the UK economic and political 
position carries a lot of uncertainty and risk 
at present which could lead to fluctuations 
in inflation.  Our assumptions for non-pay 
inflationary provisions, might not be 
appropriate to keep pace with increases in 
price.  

Additional 1.0% 
on non-pay 
budgets is £0.6m 
p.a.

Continue to monitor emerging picture and 
determine if any adjustment needs to 
assumptions already factored in across the 
MTFP.

Capital Affordability – Our capital plans set 
out our ambitions in relation to both local 
and national projects and plans.  They 
include a share of maintaining and 
replacing existing capabilities and 
infrastructure, with enhancements to 
support the realisation of the vision of 
providing outstanding policing in Avon and 
Somerset.  However, we recognise the 
affordability challenges of our current plan 
in the latter years, particularly exacerbated 
by the forecast cost of the ESN and ERP 
projects.  Failure to close this gap will lead 
to us having to reduce the scope of our 
plans and/or identify alternative funding 
sources with resultant impacts on our 
revenue budgets.

Currently the 
deficit in our 
capital plan stands 
at £4.3m over the 
next five years.

Continue to review and refine plans, ensuring 
scrutiny of business cases as they are brought 
forward for consideration.
Take opportunistic approach to ring-fencing 
revenue underspends to bolster capital 
funding options.
Look to identify alternative sources of funding 
wherever possible to support our projects 
and plans (e.g. use of Salix loans, specific 
purpose grant funding).
Consider further increases to the recurring 
revenue contributions to capital, raising this 
beyond the current £7.0m p.a.
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Appendix A – MTFP 

Current Yr
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Constabulary Budgets

Police officer costs 169,467 177,862 182,708 188,951 194,198 200,330

Police community support officer costs 12,258 12,956 13,354 13,419 13,713 14,009

Polices staff costs 95,366 98,030 100,439 102,426 104,542 106,668

Other current and former employee costs 10,239 9,730 11,515 11,893 12,261 12,639

Premises costs 14,201 15,139 15,467 15,821 16,180 16,551

Transport costs 5,283 5,447 5,553 5,674 5,788 5,922

Supplies and services costs 32,704 36,140 37,187 37,778 38,566 39,363

Partnership costs 15,571 17,108 19,080 21,204 23,371 25,580

Plus

Contribution to/(from) reserve 138 213 85 85 85 85

Capital financing costs 17,317 16,448 16,452 16,837 17,417 17,313

Outstanding savings target 509 - - - - -

Less

Income (inc Specific Grants) 30,379-       30,865-        31,147-        31,209-        30,674-        31,743-        

Constabulary costs before specific grants 342,674 358,209 370,695 382,879 395,448 406,718

Less

Home Office - Pensions grant 2,828-         2,828-          2,828-          2,828-          2,828-          2,828-          

Home Office - Uplift grant 2,287-         3,088-          3,088-          3,088-          3,088-          3,088-          

TOTAL constabulary costs 337,559 352,294 364,779 376,963 389,532 400,802

OPCC Budgets

PCC commissioning costs 3,529 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507 3,507

Office of the PCC costs 1,791 1,906 1,964 2,024 2,083 2,143

Less

Ministry of Justice - Victims commissioning grant 2,001-         2,001-          2,001-          2,001-          2,001-          2,001-          

TOTAL OPCC costs 3,320 3,412 3,470 3,530 3,590 3,650

Net Revenue Expenditure 340,879 355,707 368,248 380,494 393,122 404,452

Funded by:

Home Office - Core police grant 185,784-     196,702-      199,055-      202,584-      204,610-      206,656-      

Home Office - Legacy council tax grant 14,709-       14,709-        14,709-        14,709-        14,709-        14,709-        

MHCLG - Council tax support grant 2,265-         - - - - -

MHCLG - Council tax income guarantee grant 387-            208-             208-             - - -

Council Tax - Precept 137,695-     144,839-      152,172-      159,714-      164,659-      169,560-      

Council Tax - (Surplus)/Deficit 962 750 665 - - -

TOTAL Revenue Funding 339,879-     355,707-      365,479-      377,006-      383,978-      390,925-      

Surplus (-) / Deficit (+) before use of reserves 1,000 - 2,769 3,487 9,144 13,527

Planned Use of Reserves for general funding 1,000-         - - - - -

Surplus (-) / Deficit (+) after use of reserves - - 2,769 3,487 9,144 13,527

APPENDIX 1 - 2022/23 - 2026/27 Medium Term Financial Plan - Revenue
MTFP Period
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Appendix B – Planned Savings

PLANNED SAVINGS
2022/23

£'000
2023/24

£'000
2024/25

£'000
2025/26

£'000
2026/27

£'000

Police Officer Pay and Allowances - Savings 235-                301-                368-                434-                500-                

PCSO Pay and Allowances  - Savings - - - - -

Staff Pay and Allowances - Savings 282-                282-                282-                282-                282-                

Other Pay and Pensions - Savings - - - - -

Premises - Savings 553-                553-                553-                553-                553-                

Transport - Savings 311-                311-                311-                311-                311-                

Supplies and Services - Savings 234-                234-                234-                234-                234-                

Partnership Cost - Savings 120-                229-                229-                229-                229-                

Income - Savings 757-                757-                757-                757-                757-                

Central Cost - Savings 508-                512-                512-                512-                513-                

TOTAL Savings 3,000-              3,179-              3,246-              3,312-              3,379-              
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Appendix C – Capital Programme

Current Yr 5 Yr Plan

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 TOTAL

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

CAPITAL PLAN EXPENDITURE

Information and Communication Technology 5,366 5,422 3,259 6,554 5,189 2,758 28,547

Estates 717 853 957 498 495 128 3,648

Fleet 2,280 2,693 2,584 3,088 2,808 2,809 16,262

Equipment 318 505 2,603 868 268 268 4,829

TOTAL Maintenance and Replacement 8,681 9,473 9,403 11,007 8,760 5,964 53,286

National Projects 611 1,105 1,110 3,000 6,700 600 13,126

Regional Projects - 51 52 53 54 55 265

Local Projects 314 4,053 5,571 1,974 216 221 12,350

Digital Projects 925 5,209 6,733 5,027 6,971 876 25,741

Somerset Projects - - 5,669 2,529 - - 8,198

Bristol Projects 100 812 2,275 - - - 3,187

BANES Projects 321 77 624 6,268 - - 7,290

Other Projects 233 342 66 69 71 72 853

Estates Projects 653 1,231 8,635 8,865 71 72 19,528

Funded projects 904 904

TOTAL Capital Plan 11,163 15,913 24,770 24,900 15,802 6,912 99,460

CAPITAL PLAN FUNDING

Partner contributions 887-               887-                

General Capital Grant Funding 269-               - - - - - 269-                

Specific Capital Grant Funding 164-               100-                768-                - - - 1,032-             

Direct Revenue Funding 7,000-            7,000-             7,000-             7,000-             7,000-             7,000-             42,000-          

Capital Reserves 2,594-            7,513-             8,102-             650-                - 288 18,571-          

Capital Receipts 200-               200-                200-                9,550-             4,516-             200-                14,866-          

Borrowing 49-                  1,100-             8,700-             7,700-             - - 17,549-          

TOTAL Grant Funding 11,163-         15,913-          24,770-          24,901-          11,516-          6,912-             95,174-          

Capital Plan

MTFP Period
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Appendix D – Reserves Forecast

ACTUAL

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Carry Forwards 1,172 500 500 500 500 500 500

Operations reserve 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Overtime - liability for AURORA Switch on 1,000 1,000 0 0 0 0 0

Buildings and sustainability 290 290 249 0 0 0 0

Transformation reserve 194 194 0 0 0 0 0

Covid Enforcement Reserve 1,327 622 0 0 0 0 0

Budget Support Reserve 1,000 1,000 0 0 0 0 0

New PCC Fund 1,000 1,000 0 0 0 0 0

DISCRETIONARY RESERVES 7,483 6,106 2,249 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

SW ROCU (ASP Share) 352 104 104 104 104 104 104

Proceeds of Crime 938 938 938 938 938 938 938

DPR Reserves 385 357 357 357 357 357 357

Specific revenue grants 621 423 300 17 18 19 0

Council Tax income guarantee 414 208 208 0 0 0 0

Hinkley Point 521 530 357 204 0 0 0

Road Safety 1,004 1,004 1,004 1,004 1,004 1,004 1,004

LRF Reserve 290 316 57 13 0 0 0

Victims and Commissioning 2,091 992 666 610 610 610 610

Miscellaneous Reserve 149 99 88 92 96 100 104

Regional Programme Reserve 991 287 0 0 0 0 0

NON-DISCRETIONARY RESERVES 7,756 5,258 4,079 3,339 3,127 3,132 3,117

Capital Financing reserve 18,859 16,265 8,752 650 0 0 288

Capital earmarked reserves 96 0 0 0 0 0 0

PFI Change Reserve 457 457 457 457 457 457 457

PFI Interest Smoothing Account 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PFI Sinking Fund Reserve 4,804 4,969 5,099 5,191 5,243 5,253 5,218

Capital Receipts Reserve 5,602 6,738 13,666 13,666 4,316 0 0

CAPITAL AND PFI RESERVES 29,818 28,429 27,974 19,964 10,016 5,710 5,963

Pension Fund McCloud 0 88 0 0 0 0 0

General Fund 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000

TOTAL Useable Reserves 57,057 51,881 46,302 37,303 27,143 22,842 23,080

Bal as at 31st 
March 2024

Bal as at 31st 
March 2026

Bal as at 31st 
March 2025

Bal as at 31st 
March 2027

FORECAST

Bal as at 31st 
March 2021

Bal as at 31st 
March 2022

Bal as at 31st 
March 2023
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2022/23 Precept Survey Analysis – Avon and Somerset Police and Crime Commissioner

Results – precept

I do not 
wish to 
pay any 
increase

 34%

2% 
increase

 18%

4.1% 
increase

 48%

We received 6355 survey responses about the 
proposed precept increase.

A majority of responses are supportive of an 
increase in the precept. 

The individual option with most support is the 
maximum precept increase.

However, more than a third of responses are not 
supportive of an increase.

Level Number of 
responses

% of all 
responses

% of respondents 
with an opinion

% of respondents not 
employed by the police

I do not wish to pay 
any increase

2098 33.0 34.4 36.4

2% increase of 40p per 
month

1094 17.2 17.9 17.2

4.1% increase of 83p 
per month

2911 45.8 47.7 46.4

Don’t know 252 4.0

Please note all other data is based on the online and postal surveys only as the full dataset for the 
telephone survey was not available.

After asking the level of precept increase supported, respondents were asked why. They were given 
12 options and asked to choose as many as were relevant. The top three reasons are all supportive of 
an increase. The top ‘negative’ reason was that people feel they Already contribute enough (25.8%).

Reason Number %
I am supportive of the police 2804 50.0
Impact of cuts on policing 1927 34.4
The police budget has already been reduced enough 1775 31.7
Already contribute enough 1446 25.8
Should be funded via Central Government 1410 25.2
Concerned by reduction in budget on my safety 1265 22.6
Financial constraints / can't afford to 1047 18.7
Lack confidence in police 840 15.0
Inefficient / do not provide good value for money 828 14.8
Would need more information about spend 652 11.6
The police budget is already increasing enough recently via central government 323 5.8
None of the above 144 2.6
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Results – confidence

Agreement level I have confidence in the police I have confidence in the PCC
Strongly disagree 620 11.1% 663 11.8%
Tend to disagree 1087 19.4% 927 16.5%
Neither disagree nor agree 1129 20.1% 1724 30.8%
Tend to agree 1810 32.3% 1400 25.0%
Strongly agree 867 15.5% 531 9.5%
Don't know 92 1.6% 360 6.4%

47.8% of respondents said they had confidence in the police which is significant lower than the 
ongoing telephone survey. The two most likely reasons for this difference are the methodology of 
the surveys and differing sections of the public that are completing the surveys.

For this first time this survey also asked about confidence in the PCC directly: 34.5% of respondents 
had confidence in the PCC.

Methodology

Opinions about next year’s precept were collected in three different ways. Firstly there was a question 
in the local Police and Crime Survey which is administered by a third party over the telephone. 
Although the survey is run every quarter only the quarter three results are relevant as the options 
available to respondents had to be changed following the Government announcement of the 
maximum £10 increase (for a band D home).

Secondly an online survey was hosted on the PCC website and promoted by the OPCC. This survey was 
open for anybody to complete from 3rd December 2021 to 21st January 2022.

The third method was a postal survey which was dispatched on 10th December. Targeting of these 
surveys was done in two separate ways. A third of the surveys were sent to the five most ethnically 
diverse LSOAs in Avon and Somerset. The remaining surveys were stratified based on local authority 
area and the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). Each local authority area received a number of 
surveys proportionate to its population size. The distribution across IMD was weighted with the most 
deprived areas receiving the most surveys and the least deprived areas receiving the fewest. 
Addresses were selected at random.

The online and postal surveys asked two questions about the precept, two confidence questions 
followed by a number of questions about demographic/household information. They were not part of 
a broader suite of questions like the telephone survey.

Number of responses by medium
Telephone 750
Online 4731
Postal 874
Total 6355

This is the single biggest consultation that has been undertaken by this office in relation to the precept 
for the following year. This shows a growth in overall responses of 75% compared to last year’s total 
of 3635.
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About the respondents
In order to understand the types of people responding to the survey there were a series of 
demographic or household questions. It should be noted that there were additional questions of this 
type in the online/postal survey compared to the telephone survey.

Gender identity  Number %  
Gender identity the same 
as sex assigned at birth Number %

Female 2358 42.1  Yes 5083 90.7
Male 2743 48.9  No 24 0.4
Non-binary 20 0.4  Prefer not to say 498 8.9
Prefer to self-describe 11 0.2  
Prefer not to say 473 8.4  

Age Number %
16 - 24 117 2.1
25 - 34 579 10.3
35 - 44 827 14.8
45 - 54 923 16.5
55 - 64 1107 19.8
65 - 74 1098 19.6
75 or above 509 9.1
Prefer not to say 445 7.9

Ethnicity Number %
Asian or Asian British 80 1.4
Bangladeshi 6 0.1
Chinese 9 0.2
Indian 26 0.5
Pakistani 16 0.3
Any other Asian background 23 0.4
Black or Black British 58 1.0
African 19 0.3
Caribbean 31 0.6
Any other Black background 8 0.1
Mixed 59 1.1
White and Asian 20 0.4
White and Black African 6 0.1
White and Black Caribbean 14 0.2
Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background 19 0.3
White 4914 87.7
White - British 4653 83.0
White - Irish 56 1.0
White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller 8 0.1
Any other White background 197 3.5
Other 23 0.4
Other ethnic group - Arab 6 0.1
Any other ethnic group 17 0.3
Prefer not to say 471 8.4
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Religion / Faith Number %
None 2274 40.6
Buddhism 38 0.7
Christianity 2332 41.6
Hinduism 19 0.3
Islam 25 0.4
Judaism 18 0.3
Sikhism 4 0.1
Other 148 2.6
Prefer not to say 747 13.3

Sexual orientation Number %
Bisexual 148 2.6
Gay / lesbian 114 2.0
Heterosexual / straight 4347 77.6
Prefer to self-describe 54 1.0
Prefer not to say 942 16.8

Disability Number %
Yes 602 10.7
No 4488 80.1
Prefer not to say 515 9.2

Local Authority Number %
BANES 553 9.9
Bristol 1117 19.9
North Somerset 1215 21.7
Somerset 1595 28.5
South Gloucestershire 916 16.3
Prefer not to say 209 3.7

Council tax band Number %
Responsible for 
paying council tax Number %

A 294 5.2 Yes - jointly 3055 54.5
B 624 11.1 Yes - solely 2112 37.7
C 650 11.6 No 168 3.0
D 1478 26.4 Prefer not to say 270 4.8
E 458 8.2
F 226 4.0
G 180 3.2
H 47 0.8
Don't know 1165 20.8
Prefer not to say 483 8.6

Household income Number % Indices of Multiple Number %
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Deprivation Decile
Up to £5,199 66 1.2 1 171 6.3
£5,200 – £10,399 152 2.7 2 208 7.7
£10,400 – £15,599 287 5.1 3 181 6.7
£15,600 – £20,799 271 4.8 4 269 9.9
£20,800 – £25,999 411 7.3 5 283 10.5
£26,000 – £31,199 358 6.4 6 296 10.9
£31,200 – £36,399 301 5.4 7 332 12.3
£36,400 – £51,999 850 15.2 8 307 11.3
£52,000 or more 1220 21.8 9 226 8.4
Prefer not to say 1689 30.1 10 432 16.0

Main source of 
household income Number %

Employed by the 
police Number %

Benefits 95 1.7 No 3755 67.0
Employment or self-
employment

3355 59.9 Yes 1440 25.7

Pension 1558 27.8 Prefer not to say 410 7.3
Prefer not to say 597 10.7

Victim of crime Number %
Voted in PCC 
election Number %

No 1629 29.1 No 2190 39.1
Yes 3575 63.8 Yes 2952 52.7
Prefer not to say 401 7.2 Prefer not to say 463 8.3
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 Chief Constable Sarah Crew 
Avon and Somerset Police, Police and Fire HQ, 

PO Box 37, Valley Road, Portishead, Bristol BS20 8QJ 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Police and Crime Commissioner Mark Shelford 
BY EMAIL ONLY      
      
 

 
 
Dear Police and Crime Commissioner 
 

2022/23 BUDGET PROPOSALS AND PRECEPT CONSIDERATIONS 
 

As you progress towards a decision on the 2022/23 budget and precept, I wanted to write to outline my 
budget proposal for next year in the context of our forecasts across the medium term.  This follows the 
Government’s announcements in the autumn budget and Spending Review in October and the police 
funding settlement published in December 2021. 
 
My request is to continue to support the investment in policing in Avon and Somerset by increasing the 
precept by the maximum that you are allowed. In making this request I recognise the many considerations 
you will be weighing up, including; 
 

 The expectations of central Government that their investment in policing is matched by continued 
local investment; and  

 The feedback from our communities, many of whom will be concerned about increases to costs of 
living, including council tax.   
 

I am ambitious for the future and the opportunities this flexibility presents.  The growth in our officer 
numbers as part of the Government’s Uplift plans, combined with our proactive plans for a perpetrator 
focussed approach to tackling crime, internal culture change and leadership development, will ensure we 
deliver on the direction set out in the Government’s Beating Crime Plan and in your Police and Crime Plan 
for Avon and Somerset.   
 
The Spending Review announcements made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in October 2021, and 
subsequently confirmed through the settlement announcements before Christmas, establish that you have 
the flexibility to raise the police precept by up to £10 for an average band D property in 2022/23.  This 
flexibility was offered as part of a wider set of announcements which also confirmed; 
 

 The share of additional officers we are expected to recruit is 183, taking our cumulative officer 
growth to 456, resulting in a headcount of 3,291 by March 2023; 

 The total revenue grant funding you will receive is to grow by £9.3m (4.5%) in 2022/23 – this 
includes an increase to the amount that is ring-fenced and only paid in arrears on achievement of 
Uplift recruitment targets throughout the year; 

 We are expected to fund a reasonable pay award for officers and staff, recognising that pay was 
frozen for all but the lowest earners in 2020, and that pay increases are important for morale, 
recruitment and retention.  Our plans include the assumption of a 3.5% pay award from September 
2022, generating an increase in cost of £5.2m in 2022/23 (£8.9m for a full year effect in future 
years); 

 We are expected to absorb the costs of the increases to national insurance brought about through 
the new social care levy, which will cost us a further £1.9m in 2022/23; 

Our ref: SC/NA 
 

Your Ref: 
 

 
 

Date: 18th January 2022 
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 We are expected to create capacity through efficiency and productivity increases – including £100m 
in recurring savings which has been included within these settlement calculations for future years; 

 The capital grant funding you will have received in previous years (£0.3m in 2021/22) is being 
completely removed, thereby requiring capital expenditure to be wholly funded through other 
sources.  At present, our capital plans present a residual deficit in 2025/26, however I am reassured 
that we have the time to plan for how we would close this deficit. 
 

An increase of £10 in the precept would raise an additional £7.4m in funding in 2022/23.  This is the total 
forecast increase after adjusting for movement to our council tax base, and after we have accounted for a 
share of the deficit forecast against council tax collection – both of which continue to be impacted as a 
consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
With the increase in both grant and council tax funding, we will be able to achieve the growth in officer 
numbers and support the pay award of 3.5% for both officers and staff.  In addition, we would be able to 
absorb some other acute inflationary pressures which the MTFP document explains, and enable some 
limited investment in areas which help us improve our productivity and performance.  This balanced 
position is only achieved after; 
 

 We have identified a further £3.0m in revenue savings – achieved as a consequence of adopting 
more home working as a permanent feature as we plan for working life after the pandemic 
restrictions, as well as through realising procurement savings, through savings from the adoption 
of a new mobile phone operating system and through growing our income generation and recovery 
– particularly in estates.  We have also released some savings from headcount achieved as a 
consequence of restructures within our enabling services functions; 

 We have recognised adjustments to our budget as the average cost of a police officer continues to 
reduce in line with growing high numbers of new recruits.  Although this reduction is only temporary, 
and as officer numbers stabilise and we move to a position where we will sustain rather than grow 
officer headcount, this cost will gradually increase over time creating further cost pressure.   
 

An unfair funding formula 
 
Avon and Somerset Police receive nearly £43m less when compared to the average police service funding 
– the equivalent of over 800 additional police officers.  
  
This situation arises from the way in which police grant funding is currently distributed.  We receive the 
lowest grant funding per head of population compared to those police services covering the eight largest 
cities1 in England and Wales – of which Bristol is one.  While we have been successful in attracting some 
additional ring-fenced funding in support of specific initiatives, such as the serious violence reduction 
grants, this is time bound and does not address the underlying funding inequality we face.   
 
We welcome the Government’s intention to review the formula for police grant funding distribution.  We 
hope through this review the grant funding inequality will be addressed, and we welcome your support and 
that of the Police and Crime Panel and local MPs in continuing to make our case here. 
 
Our funding position, combined with a decade of austerity during which time we have had to realise £86m 
(28.7%) in savings, has meant we have had to be innovative in ensuring it remains efficient.  This has 
been achieved in a number of different ways, most notably through our insight-driven approach using 
ground-breaking data analytics and data visualisation tools to help inform everything we do.  Our efficiency 
has been recognised as outstanding by HMICFRS but we are not complacent.  Continuing to grow 
organisational capacity through efficiency and productivity remains a focus for us. 
 

 

                                                
1 London, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield, Newcastle, Bristol 
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Growing pains 
 
We now know we will be expected to have delivered an additional 456 officers against a 2019 baseline by 
March 2023, resulting in a target headcount of 3,291. Delivering this increase in officer numbers is not 
without challenge.  To achieve the target headcount (and balance natural attrition) we estimate we will 
have needed to recruit nearly 1,300 new officers into policing in the 48 months between April 2019 and 
March 2023.   
 
The growing pains generated by the implementation dip of this rapid officer growth, mean that we are yet 
to fully reach our potential.  Our challenges include; 
 

 The level of abstraction of PCDA and DHEP officers while undertaking their studies alongside 
performing their police officer roles.  Recruiting to target officer numbers does not immediately 
translate to a fully deployable officers on the frontline and as a result our response timeliness rates 
are impacted.  A more experienced, deployable workforce will happen, but it will take time to 
achieve; 

 The growth in officer numbers does not immediately translate to the growth in specialist areas we 
want to grow.  This is true across all specialist areas, and is particularly the case as we build our 
investigative capacity and capability.  We have plans in place to realise this specialist growth, but 
again they will take time to fully realise. As a result our overall positive outcome rate remains too 
low at 12%, reflecting the continued efforts we need to make in improving investigative standards 
as we build capability; 

 The changes introduced this year through the Attorney General guidelines for disclosure and the 
Director General guidelines for charging have created additional pressures on frontline officers and 
staff.  Unaddressed this has the potential to significantly impact on officer and staff capacity, 
undermining the benefits of officer Uplift. We are working with other forces to highlight these 
concerns and seek pragmatic solutions. 
 

Beyond 2022/23 our financial forecasts predict that even with a maximum precept increase, we will 
continue to face tough choices to identify and deliver further savings.  This is as much required by our 
financial position, as it will be by our continued need to create the capacity to support and enable 
reinvestment into priority areas.  My promise to you was to get ahead of this requirement with a clear 
savings plan.  We will work closely with you and your team to develop this plan over the coming year, so 
that we can progress further savings as we enter the 2023/24 financial year. 
 

Plans for the future- key areas for investment 
 
We have substantially finalised our plans for how we will deliver our service with the extra officers we’re 
recruiting.  These plans, which we continue to advance throughout 2022/23, recognise our key areas for 
investment. These are:- 
 

1. Instilling a relentless focus on the perpetrators of crime, through which we will bring a focus on; 
o Tackling high harm crime through increases in county line and organised crime group 

disruptions; 

o Targeting burglary and knife crime offenders; 

o Delivering high quality, timely and successful investigations for Rape and Serious Sexual 
Offences (RASSO), cyber-crime and financial crime. 

This will be achieved through investment in areas such as; 

o Growing our investigative capacity for Operation Bluestone, Operation Ruby and 
Operation Topaz – an investment of 118 additional officers is planned in this area – 
helping us to deliver high quality, suspect focussed investigations for the victims of rape 
and serious sexual offences (RASSO); 
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o Growing the capacity of our Internet Child Abuse Team – an investment of 16 additional 
officers, of investigative and protective services for vulnerable children; 

o Growing our Incident Assessment Unit capacity – an investment of 41 additional 
officers, to ensure timely and effective desktop investigations where attendance is not 
needed or sought;  

o Developing our drones unit capacity – an investment of 7 additional officers, trained in 
using this increasingly important capability in helping us to manage a whole range of 
different demands for our service in the most efficient and effective way; 

o Growing the capacity of our Tactical Support Teams – an investment of an additional 28 
officers into specialist capabilities such as Roads Policing, armed firearms officers and dog 
handlers, providing the tactical capabilities which support the tactics we will use in bringing 
perpetrators to justice. 

 

2. Increasing the focus on crime prevention, through which we will be; 

o Establishing and utilising effective diversions and interventions for emerging offenders; 

o Improving the monitoring, management and rehabilitation of high-harm offenders, in 
conjunction with partners; 

o Preventing and reducing neighbourhood crime, anti-social behaviour (ASB) and rural crime 
– protecting our most isolated and vulnerable communities, making them feel safer. 

This will be achieved through investment in areas such as; 

o Growing the capacity of our Integrated Offender Management teams – an investment of 
35 additional officers, helping us to improve the monitoring, management and 
rehabilitation of high harm offenders in conjunction with our partners; 

o Refocussing and growing the existing proactive capabilities, embedding this capability 
within our neighbourhood policing teams – an investment of 62 additional officers to 
support the prevention and reduction of neighbourhood crime and anti-social behaviour; 

o Growing our violence reduction and early intervention teams – an investment of 26 
additional officers, engaging, supporting, educating and diverting young people, reducing 
the likelihood of their involvement in violence and knife crime; 

o Growing our rural affairs unit – an investment of 2 additional officers, preventing crime 
and protecting some of our most isolated communities. 

 
In addition to these areas of growth, we plan to bring focus on further aspects of our work, realising some 
of the opportunities as we build a police service fit for the future.  This includes; 
 

 Having the courageous conversations, and leading the cultural change as an organisation which 
ensures that Avon and Somerset Police commands the trust and confidence of all our communities; 

 Ensuring we are investing in our leadership development at all levels, enabling and equipping 
officers and staff to lead organisational and cultural change.  We plan to do this through growing 
our innovative Leadership Academy, providing support and guidance to our people on their 
leadership journeys; 

 Creating capacity for frontline officers and staff by bringing a relentless focus on removing the 
barriers and frictions that prevent them from doing their jobs as efficiently as possible, and by 
boosting their personal resilience and wellbeing, becoming a truly trauma-informed organisation. 

 Putting the victim at the heart of what we do. While there are strong aspects of victim satisfaction 
(e.g. dwelling burglary 78%, violent crime 79%, initial contact 93% and overall treatment 90%), our 
overall rates have reduced.  A focus on improving victim experience is vital to our future service 
provision. 
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The uplift in officer numbers has marked a very welcome and necessary change in direction for policing.  
We are conscious that unless this investment can actually be seen to make a difference in our 
communities, the support for policing may wane once again.  We remain determined to bring every focus 
we can on achieving the demonstrable improvements in our outcomes that you will rightly expect of us. 
 
If we look to 2025/26, we could have a very bright future and our communities will be the beneficiaries. 
Your continued support through a £10 increase in the precept will ensure we can continue on this journey 
and do so by the shortest, most efficient and most direct path.   
 
In closing I want to pay tribute to the officers and staff within Avon and Somerset Police.  I never fail to be 
impressed with the exceptional work they deliver each and every day, to meet our demand and deliver 
exceptional service.  I know that through the plan that I and my team are working on to build a service fit 
for the future, we will continue to be successful in holding the thin blue line – the line between order and 
chaos, between safety and danger, between justice and injustice. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Sarah Crew 
Chief Constable 
Avon and Somerset Police  

 
 
 
 

Headlines for 2021 
 

 Our public confidence levels have remained consistently strong (79%), with the Crime Survey for 
England and Wales placing us as the 9th highest force nationally for public confidence; 

 Through the work of our Crime Data Integrity taskforce, we have delivered notable improvements 
in our crime recording compliance, and this continues to remain a key area of focus for 
improvement activity; 

 Our call handling performance has remained strong with abandonment rates of less than 0.1% 
for 999 calls, and only 6.5% for 101 calls – this has been achieved against a backdrop of nearly a 
6% increase in call volumes, with these increases in demand being particularly felt across the 
summer and into the autumn as lockdown restrictions were eased; 

 We introduced Operation Bluestone in June. It’s a pioneering, evidence-led approach to 
investigating rape and sexual offences, developed by leading academics with input from colleagues 
across the Criminal Justice System and victim groups. While there is a long way still to go, we are 
pleased to see some green shoots in our response to improving outcomes for rape and serious 
sexual offence victims, with noted improvements in our CPS engagements and in volumes of cases 
charged; 

 Improvement to crime recording practices, as well as growing confidence to report to the police, 
have resulted in increases in recorded domestic abuse (+4.3%) and sexual offences (+28%); 

 Neighbourhood crime is falling (-6.5%) in 2021, with robbery (-11%), burglary (-8%), vehicle 
offences (-5%) and theft (-2.4%) all showing reductions; 

 The investigative response into the Bristol riots on 21st March 2021 is the largest single 
investigation ever undertaken by Avon and Somerset Police, and the largest investigation into a 
riot anywhere in the country for 30 years.  While this investigation remains ongoing, twelve people 
have now been sentenced, receiving a combined total of almost 50 years in prison; 
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 In September we hosted PCCs, senior policing leaders, officers, staff and partner organisations, 
coming together for the National LGBT Policing Conference.  Through this event we explored some 
of the challenges facing LGBT+ colleagues and communities and equipped attending delegates 
with fresh and innovative ideas to takeaway and implement, to create a brighter and more inclusive 
future for every LGBT+ individual; 

 We have further grown our Robotic Process Automation capacity using the investment made in 
2019, and to date we have automated 36 separate processes, completed 1,442,950 transactions 
and saved nearly 71,519 hours; 

 We have delivered a number of new projects across our police estate, opening new neighbourhood 
bases in Wells (collocation with Fire Service), Williton (collocation with local council) and a new 
enquiry office for Weston-super-Mare (collocated in the town hall). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Avon and Somerset Constabulary Privacy Notice, which relates to the use of personal information, can be viewed via the force website 
https://www.avonandsomerset.police.uk/privacy  
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Movement in Supplies & Services Budget 
(In response to query raised at Panel on 9th December)

2021/22 2022/23
£'000 £'000

Supplies and services costs 32,725 36,162

2021/22 Supplies and Services 32,725

Uplift Growth:-
- DHEP Course Fees 357
- Increase to Equipment Budgets 150
- Other increases 31

Growth:-
- Firearms and Surveillance asset tracking app 300
- Facial recognition business case provision 150
- IT cost pressures (e.g. BT, Niche) 1,488
- Glastonbury budgets reinstated (offset by income) 45
- SEU costs (offset by income) 31
- Other increases 123

General Inflation:-
- Inflation at 1.5% to relevant non-pay budgets 466

Specific Inflation:-
- Custody Healthcare provision (6 months in 22/23) 331
- National IT inflation at 6% 170
- Motor Insurance inflation at 15% 53

Savings:-
- Savings from Operational Services Budgets -117
- Savings from Enabling Services Budgets -118

Adjustments:-
- Transfer of SB budgets -23

2022/23 Supplies and Services 36,162
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Difference
£'000 %

3,437 10.5%
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